
 

Doyle School                                                                                                                                                                         

Pre K Self-Contained- Ms. Albonico 

This month the students learned the letters G and M.  We made different crafts and played different activities 
according to the letter we were learning.  For letter G, the students made a grape.  For letter M, the students 
made a moose.   

We also celebrated the 50th day of school.  The students dressed up in their best 50s attire!  We talked about how 
we are 50 days smarter and we counted to the number 50.  At the end of the day, we had an ice cream party to 
celebrate.     

!  

The students were very excited for Thanksgiving.  We read, There was an Old Lady Who Swallowed A Turkey.  
The students retold the story each morning.  It was such a fun activity!  Also, all month long we have been 
preparing for our Pre-K Thanksgiving feast. We had a Thanksgiving sharing feast with all of the Pre-K classes.  
It was wonderful having all the Pre-K families together enjoying a meal before Thanksgiving break!   
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Pre K Self-Contained- Ms. Varettoni 

November really flew by! This month we celebrated our 50th Day with a Rockin’ ‘50s theme. Teachers dressed 
up as the Pink Ladies and students dressed in 50s themed clothing too. We celebrated by having an Italian ice 
party at the end of the day and shared some of the things we have learned in our first 50 days. Student responses 
included learning their colors, ABCs, numbers, shapes, and all the songs we sing every day. It’s incredible how 
much progress everyone has already made! 

In November, we learned about three new letters: D, G, and M. We also continued to review the other letters we 
have learned up until this point. To reinforce letter recognition and sounds, we continue to do multisensory 
activities such as finding “mystery letters” in watercolor, rainbow tracing, finding letters in theraputty, making 
letters out of play doh, stamps, cut/paste activities, remembering songs/dances about each letter, and much 
more! Everyone is doing a great job recognizing new letters and remembering ones we have learned previously. 

Finally, we had our Pre-K Sharing Feast the Wednesday before Thanksgiving. Parents were very generous and 
contributed all sorts of yummy goodies to our celebration! We had a lot of fun with our families! Throughout 
November, we talked about what it means to be thankful and some things we are lucky to have in our lives. We 
certainly have a lot to be thankful this year and are looking forward to continuing our holiday celebrations 
throughout the month of December! 

!
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Pre K  Age 4 Inclusion- Mrs. Hahn 
  
There were so many things to be thankful for in the month November.   We continued working on our grocery 
store theme.  The children really had the opportunities to explore the roles and actions in each of our 
departments.  In the flower shop, the students took turns being the florist, customer and delivery driver.  In the 
market, the students practiced being cashiers, baggers and shoppers.  In our sandwich shop, the students made 
sandwiches and beverages as well as helped to clean up.  The students really enjoyed creating delicious treats in 
our bakery department.  
On Tuesday, November 19th, we celebrated our 50th Day of School. Students came to school dressed in 50’s 
attire.  We practiced counting to 50 and identifying the number 50 in a variety of activities.  The students also 
made records and told us what they have learned in their 50 days of school. We finished our celebration with a 
yummy ice-cream party! 

!  
We also participated in our annual Pre-K Sharing Feast.  It was a beautiful event in which all the pre-k children 
and their families sat down to enjoy a Thanksgiving meal. The children recited some adorable Thanksgiving 
poems and made lovely decorations for the auditorium.  We were so thankful for all that participated and helped 
to make this event spectacular.   

!  
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Pre K Age 4 - Mrs. Rightmyer 
    

We had so much fun this month in Pre-k!  We continued our grocery store theme for Tools of the Mind.  The 
classroom transformed into a grocery store with a checkout counter, deli, bakery, flower shop, delivery dock, 
and produce aisle.  We learned all about the different parts of a grocery store and practiced acting out our play 
plans in each of them.   

We were so excited to celebrate our 50th day of Pre-K and dress up in 50’s attire!  The children looked great and 
we had so much fun celebrating being 50 days smarter!  Throughout the day, we focused our activities around 
the number 50 and we ended our celebration with an ice cream party! 

  
This month we had a very special Thanksgiving Sharing Feast with all of our Pre-K families.  Everyone brought 
something in to share and the children got to spend some special time with their families.  The children sang 
Thanksgiving songs they had been practicing and told their family members what they were thankful for.  We 
had a lot to be thankful for this Thanksgiving!     
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Kindergarten- Ms. Focarino 

We have had so many adventures this month in kindergarten! We have followed the characters in the Magic 
Tree House Series, Jack and Annie, all over the place. Jack and Annie have taken us to walk with the dinosaurs 
in prehistoric times. We are now learning about medieval times and knights with Jack and Annie in The Magic 
Tree House: The Knight at Dawn. We are enjoying dramatizing the adventures in our centers every day! We are 
continuing to familiarize ourselves with letter sounds. We are now even starting to read and write different 
words. We just started learning different word families.  

During our math time, we work hard on recognizing quantities 1-10. We have learned very quickly how to write 
numbers 5-10 correctly. We have even made some songs and rhymes to help us remember! During our center 
time, we have learned about patterns and how to recognize what is coming next in a pattern. 
  
Kindergarten- Ms. Goodlin 

We have been focusing on many topics in class.   

In reading and writing class, we have been reading, writing and acting out Magic Tree House stories. We have 
just finished Mummies in the Morning and are about to read book number four, Pirates Past Noon.  We have 
learned a lot of background knowledge on these topics through Power Points provided from the Tools of the 
Mind program and will create cute crafts such as treasure chests full of booty and treasure maps.  

Our math topics have been identifying, counting and writing numerals 1-10 and sorting objects.   

In science, we have focused on how to be a scientist and tools scientist use, such as thermometers.   

In social studies, we spent a few days discussing the meaning of Thanksgiving, the first Thanksgiving, and the 
Mayflower.  We had a Thanksgiving feast in class and created crafts for the holiday. (picture included) Finally 
we celebrated the end of our alphabet review with a Q & U Wedding! (picture included)   

!  
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Kindergarten- Mrs. Pagliocca 

In November, the students enjoyed learning about Ancient Egypt.   
They learned about pyramids, the Nile River, hieroglyphics and the importance of cats during this time.  The 
children love going on an adventure with Jack and Annie.  Their writing skills have improved so much as they 
write their daily chapter summaries.  We just finished building background information about pirates and are 
now reading about Jack and Annie’s adventure upon a pirate ship!   

In November, the students enjoyed their Thanksgiving sharing celebration.  Each child brought some kind of 
delicious food to share with the class.  It was a fabulous feast!   We discussed how thankful we are for our 
school, family, friends, and living in such a wonderful town.  
The “QU” wedding was the big event in kindergarten this month.  What an exciting day we had learning that Q 
can’t live without U in a word.   It was a fun time for all!   
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We are looking forward to December and all the wonderful special days that we have at Doyle School.  It is 
truly a time of celebration and thinking of others.     

! !  

! !  
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Kindergarten (Inclusion)- Ms. Sanzari/Ms. Paskas 

November has been a month where we have seen so much growth in academics in our kindergarten class. We 
have come together as a school family and we learned many different concepts.  

In the Magic Tree House Series, we learned about Ancient Egypt and read the book Mummies in the Morning. 
The students enjoyed learning about the different facts about ancient Egypt.   

Also, we started word families! We learned the entire “short A” word families in the month of November. The 
students love to practice writing sentences with the word family that we are working on.  
  
In math, we completed Topic 4. The students learned how to compare numbers 1-10.  

We ended the month with our Thanksgiving Sharing Feast. The children learned about being thankful for our 
family, friends, and school community. We enjoyed a lot of delicious treats. It was a great day!  

Grades K-2 Self-Contained- Ms. Humphrey  

November has been a very exciting month for my class. We have learned more letters and sounds. Every day we 
practice our letters and sounds in a different way. The students have started to write three letter words and read 
sentences that have decodable and sight words.   
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In math, we have been learning how to compare and order numbers. The students really enjoy watching the 
enVision math videos every day. Some of the students have been playing addition and subtraction games on the 
Chrome Books. They love playing math games! 

At the end of November, my students learned all about Thanksgiving. The students wrote about what they are 
thankful for. They also learned about the Native Americans and the pilgrims. The day before break we had our 
very own Thanksgiving feast where the children got to dress up as a pilgrim or a Native American. It was so 
much fun! 

I can’t wait to see how much more my students learn in December! 

Grade 1 Mrs. Gomez/Ms. Cortina 

In reader’s workshop, we launched our third unit of study. Students have learned various strategies to use during 
independent reading time. Students are now able to compare and contrast stories and characters, as well as make 
text-to-self and text-to-text connections.  Our class continues to build reading stamina during independent 
reading time.

In word study, students have learned a variety of new spelling patterns using the Orton-Gillingham three part 
drill. We have continued to learn a variety of blends, ending blends, and glued sounds. Glued sounds include 
endings with -nk and -ng. Students continue to work in their literacy centers daily. This is our favorite part of 
the day! Students have so much fun rotating between their centers throughout the week while practicing and 
reinforcing various literacy skills. Students have also learned 15 new “red words” this month to apply to their 
reading and writing. 

In math, students have completed Topic 4 in the EnVision math series. In this topic, students learned various 
strategies to use when subtracting to 20. These strategies include using a number line, counting up, counting 
back, using related facts, and using a ten-frame. Students also learned how to make a fact family.  
Students have also been practicing their math facts and solving basic addition/ subtraction facts in a timely 
manner. 

!  
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In writing, students have started to learn the writing traits of informative/explanatory texts. They are in the 
process of writing a how-to piece to teach their peers how-to do something step by step.  Students have enjoyed 
peer editing and revising their work, as well as sharing their writing to the class. Students celebrated Veterans 
Day by writing letters to our veterans and thanking them for all they have done for our country. We were also so 
beyond excited to receive our letters back from our pen pals in Hasbrouck Heights. Students were so happy to 
read the letters that their friends wrote and we can’t wait to write back.  

In science, students continue to learn about patterns in the sky. Through the program Mystery Science, students 
learned that although the sun appears to be moving through the sky, it is actually the Earth that is moving.  

We had fun creating a model and participating in activities to show this! 

We also had so much fun celebrating Thanksgiving at our annual sharing feast. All of the first grade classes 
came together and made a food item to share. Our class contributed by making the applesauce for all of the 
grade 1 classes. We discussed the true meaning of Thanksgiving and all there is to be thankful for.  

Grade 1- Mrs. Jupinka 

Literacy Block: Wow! The kids are doing great! The children continue to build their stamina during 
independent reading time. We have been working on retelling the story through the use of characters, beginning, 
middle and end. We have completed all of the short vowels, “the h friends”, compound words and we are 
starting double consonant endings  

(Sammy Loves Fried Zucchini). We have learned 50 “red words”! Centers are a really fun part of our literacy 
block. 

Writers Workshop: We have completed our Small Moments unit and continue to work on our grammar skills.  
The kids love writing in their journals. This is a journal of their writing and drawings. Many of them have been 
writing “chapter books”.  

Math: We continue to grow stronger in our addition and subtraction facts. Their Mad Minutes are getting better 
and better! We will be completing our first benchmark assessment. We will be making our way into place value. 
The kids continue to look forward to Math Club each Friday. We have had 3 children earn their first prize (after 
every 12 assignments)! Keep up the good work! 

Health: We have just completed our unit on the Food Pyramid. During the month of December, we will be 
working on Germs! 

First Grade News: On November 26th, we had our annual Thanksgiving Sharing Time. Each class contributed a 
food item that they made. Our class made pumpkin muffins and everyone tried things they may not have ever 
had! 
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Grade 1- Mrs. Schwartz 

November has been a busy month for our first grade students.  In reader’s workshop, the students have been 
enjoying independent reading time.  They continue to build their reading stamina and are successfully using the 
many strategies we have learned while reading.  The children have demonstrated great growth in being able to 
retell stories by describing the beginning, middle and end.  They can now compare and contrast various story 
plots and character traits as well as make important text connections.  In spelling, we recently completed a unit 
on compound words and are moving onto words with double consonant endings.  Thinking about the saying, 
“Sammy Loves Friendly Zebras” really helps us to remember what final consonant to double.  We are also 
proud to announce that we have learned over 50 “red words” since the beginning of the school year!  This has 
really helped to increase our fluency while reading and improve our writing skills.   

As part of our writing studies, the students had an opportunity to write letters to our veterans in honor of 
Veteran’s Day.  The students took this assignment very seriously and wrote heartfelt letters thanking these 
heroes for their service to our country.  We have also been working on explanatory/informative writing.  We 
learned all about transition words and how to keep our writing organized.  We are now moving onto recipe 
writing where students will have an opportunity to write a recipe which will explain to their classmates how to 
make a certain food.  As always, the students will have an opportunity to work with peers to edit and revise as 
well as to share their final writing pieces. 

In math, we are finishing up on Topic 4.  Our knowledge of addition and subtraction continues to flourish.  We 
love writing our own math stories based on addition and subtraction equations.  Our speed and accuracy when 
solving math facts has increased tremendously as has our confidence in using a variety of strategies to solve 
problems.   

In social studies, we have been learning about our country and the many symbols that stand for the United 
States of America including, the American flag, the bald eagle, the Liberty Bell and the Statue of Liberty.  We 
also discussed the many songs that pay tribute to our country such as The National Anthem, America the 
Beautiful and My Country Tis of Thee.   Students also learned about important documents like the Declaration 
of Independence and the Constitution.  At the beginning of November we observed Election Day by reading the 
story, Duck for President by Doreen Cronin.  After reading the story, students had the chance to vote for either 
Duck or Farmer Brown in our classroom.  The votes were tallied, and each student created their own graph to 
display the results.  Duck won in a landslide victory! 

Perhaps the greatest highlight of the month was taking part in the first grade sharing feast!  Our class decorated 
sugar cookies with icing and sprinkles to share with the other classes.  The first graders enjoyed our cookies as 
well as Mrs. Jupinka’s students’ pumpkin muffins and applesauce made by Mrs. Gomez’s and Miss Cortina’s 
class.  The students learned a lot about the history of Thanksgiving and how much we all have to be thankful 
for.  Together, the entire first grade recited a poem describing the First Thanksgiving.  This was a memorable 
event for all of the participants and a fun time was had by all! 
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POR/RTI Grade 1- Mrs. Caicedo 

November went very fast in the resource room!  

In reading, we worked on beginning sounds and short vowels in phonics, in addition to working on sequencing, 
making connections to characters in stories, details and realism and fantasy.  

We have also worked on many red words and continue to use a multisensory approach to learning “red words” 
and letter sounds. This method helps with phonemic awareness, blending sounds, and developing fluency. 

In math, we continue to use different addition and subtraction strategies, such as making a ten, using a number 
line, counters and parts of a number.  

Finally, this month in Kidz Care Club we have been working on showing kindness to others. We made signs that 
said "Be Kind, Be Brave, Be You!" and Kidz Care Club members will be reading a book with the same title to 
younger children in the school Also, in December we will be decorating the school with holiday decorations that 
reflect the different cultures in our school.  

Grade 2- Mrs. Samantha Albanese 

This month was all about Thanksgiving! We learned about the Pilgrims and the First Thanksgiving. The 
students tried to "walk in the Pilgrim’s shoes" and imagine how it was to be aboard the Mayflower in those 
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conditions for all of those days. The students read The Very Stuffed Turkey and created main ideas and detailed 
turkeys that retold the story.  

 

!   !  
 
In math, we focused on strategies for adding two digit numbers. We also talked about place value and how to 
order numbers. The students created turkeys, numbering the feathers in order from least to greatest and greatest 
to least. We also talked about the properties of numbers and how we can represent one number multiple ways. 
The students created turkeys by using one number’s specific properties.  

In writing, the students worked on “how to’s” that detailed how to carve a pumpkin, and how to set the dining 
room table! The students made sure to use sequencing words such as first, and finally in their writing.  We will 
be continuing our “how to” writing through December, and I can’t wait to see what the kids come up with! 

Grade 2 Inclusion- Mrs. Engel/Mrs. Micowski 

For the month of November the students created turkeys that show various addition strategies for our bulletin 
board outside of our classroom.   Each student helped decorate our classroom turkey by decorating a feather for 
our turkey in their own special way.   

In reader’s workshop we have been “navigating through non-fiction” In this unit the students have been learning 
how to navigate through all the different elements of non-fiction text.   

This unit introduces readers to the different ways to approach non-fiction texts compared to fiction books, 
demonstrating how readers can learn from text features. 

In writer’s workshop, the students had a publishing party to celebrate their personal narratives.  We worked on 
different writing assignments that pertained to Thanksgiving.  Students wrote about what they are thankful for.   
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They also listened to the story Turkey Trouble and thought of a different food to have for Thanksgiving dinner 
instead of turkey.  Each student wrote sentences that would persuade their readers to eat the food they chose for 
Thanksgiving instead of turkey. 

  

In math, we have completed Topic 4.  This topic focused on various addition strategies to add 2 two-digit 
numbers.  Some of the strategies included making models with tens and ones, partial  
sums, and break apart.  The students also practiced solving one step and two step word problems. 

We are using multi-sensory techniques from Orton-Gillingham program to learn how to spell and read words 
during word study. This month the students have reviewed s blends and triple clusters.   

In science, students finished the unit on plants. We have now started our next unit in science about animal 
biodiversity.  The first lesson pertained to learning how scientist classifies animals based upon animal 
characteristics.  Students pretended to be scientists and worked with a partner to sort animal cards into groups 
based upon similar characteristics.  We will continue to learn more about animals and their habitats in the weeks 
to come. 

Grade 2- Ms. Rodriguez  

In math, the students have used drawings, models, and equations to solve one and two step problems.  They 
completed a benchmark assessment for all topics learned thus far.  In Topic 5, they used a hundred chart and an 
open number line to subtract tens and ones.  They made numbers that were easier to subtract, and used mental 
math to find the difference.  They continue to take their weekly three minute math tests to help improve their 
automaticity with math facts. 

They also use ST math on the Chromebooks during center time. 
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In grammar, the students learned about verbs and how adverbs modify verbs.  They completed a project that 
describes the way they eat donuts.  They also identified and used adverbs to enrich their writing.  Students 
continue to learn different spelling patterns weekly. 
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In reading, students learned about author’s purpose. Check out our November bulletin!  They independently 
read books and identified the author’s purpose.  We kicked off our non-fiction unit!  They learned the 
differences between non-fiction and fiction and were introduced to some text features.  They are using text 
features to help them learn more about a text. 

  

In writing, students are working on their “how to” books.  They completed their sequence chain, and are 
beginning their first draft.  We are almost ready to submit If you Give a Minion a Bath Bomb to 
Studentreasures.  Each student has their own writing page with an illustration.  Students continue to practice 
formation of letters and numbers in their handwriting book. 

In social studies, they reviewed our country’s symbols.   They also learned the difference between a want and a 
need.   They compared and contrasted children from then to now, 
and learned about the Wampanoag Indians. 
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Grade 2- Ms. Vega 

  

For the month of November, students participated in numerous fall/Thanksgiving activities. We first learned 
about a holiday in Mexico called Dia De Los Muertos which is celebrated from October 31-Nov2. Second grade 
compared this holiday to Halloween. Then, we learned about the origin of Thanksgiving, how it began, and why 
we celebrate it today. Next, we travelled to India to discuss their major holiday that takes place in November 
called Diwali. The students listened to traditional Diwali music and made Rangoli, an art form practiced during 
Diwali with colored and dyed rice, flour, and flower petals.  

In math, we started Place Value to 100 and to 1,000. Students learned the value of numbers, their number words 
and how to expand numbers. To show mastery, students generated 2 two-digit numbers of their choosing and 
had to give the standard form, base ten form, number word, expanded form, and tell if the number was odd or 
even. 

POR/RTI Grades2/ 3- Mrs. Gibney 

November went by in a blink! 

In pull-out language arts class, students reviewed all prior spelling rules, and learned about the sound for the 
trigraph “igh”.  In addition, they began working on syllabication and the rules for counting and sounding out 
syllables of words.  For comprehension, we completed the chapter book Doggone...Third Grade.  Skills that we 
worked on were sequencing, fact/opinion, and identifying fiction/non-fiction. 
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In math, second graders are focusing on adding two digit numbers (with and without regrouping) and third 
graders have learned the 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and 11 multiplication facts. 

Grade 3- Mrs. Campagna 

Welcome to second marking period! Time is really flying for my awesome group of third graders! They 
continue to make me proud each day!  They have truly become friends who have learned to be kind and patient 
with each other.   

In reader’s workshop, all of my students spent the month responding to nonfiction articles on Google 
Classroom. Each class started a brand new class novel, too!  Great job!!  As students move to the next novel 
they are anxious to meet new characters and discover new story plots. Students continued to master many skills 
and strategies to help comprehend and dissect text.  Along with finding the main idea, details and character 
traits, students learned how to identify how details helped support the main idea.  This is an important skill to 
learn how text is organized and how story plots are created.  Our daily “book talks” in the story circle continued 
to be an excellent opportunity for students to share their thoughts and feelings about the novel being read.  The 
story circle was the perfect environment for addressing high level questions and responding to text while 
thinking outside of the box!   

Check out your child’s Google Classroom account!  You will be so proud of the story they worked on this 
month.  Did someone say it’s time to SHARE??  My third grade students learned how to complete a Google 
Doc, add an illustration and share it with me.  If you have a Gmail account, they can share it with you, too!  
Terms such as font and spell check became part of our daily lessons this month.  

All students continued their reading adventures in the classroom by accessing Raz Kids and Read Works on 
their Chromebooks.  Both web sites are excellent online reading tools.  Each site allows students to access 
books based on their reading level as well as their interest level.  This month, students accessed several 
impressive non-fiction and fiction titles.  Let your child impress you…allow them to access the web sites at 
home! RazKids, Tumblebooks, Storyline Online… are all excellent reading tools.      

In literacy periods 2/3, the HP students started their next adventure novel:  Christmas in Camelot!  This is one of 
my favorite books because it allows us to explore different topics across the curriculum!   
We joined Jack and Annie as the Tree House took them to the legendary world of Camelot, the kingdom of King 
Arthur and the Knights of the Roundtable.  

Centers made the story come alive this month.  This action packed book kept the students predicting and 
wondering what would happen next.  Students helped provide their own visuals of the places Jack and Annie 
encountered during their quest.  Our quest wraps up in December.  After they are done, we can add a third novel 
to our classroom accomplishments!  Way to go!!!! 

In literacy periods 4/5, the students started a new mystery…The Mayflower Treasure Hunt! This is also an 
excellent adventure that allowed us to explore different topics across the curriculum.  Students now understand 
what it means when a novel has a plot twist and a chapter has a cliff hanger.  Centers helped students feel like 
they were solving the mystery!  Predicting and wondering was happening each day as we were left hanging by 
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the author.  Our adventure with Dink, Josh, & Ruth Rose will continue into December.  The class is excited to 
find out who will get the money from Emma Browne’s missing jewels!  The Mayflower Treasure Hunt is our 
third classroom novel! 

In writer’s workshop, students started their unit on organizing and writing an essay. Like any writing, they are 
learning that answering a complete essay question in a process that takes time and organization. 

In social studies, students continued to master the necessary skills for completing an open book assessment. 
 Students read about historical events that shaped our country.  

If you have not done so, please use the code that I sent home to join my Class Dojo!  If you lost your code, 
please email me and I will send home another copy. 

Please email me with any questions or concerns at 
 bcampagna@wood-ridgeschools.org.   

Please visit my web page on the Wood-Ridge Schools website for homework and important information.  Please 
continue to check your child’s planner each night. 

Grade 3 Inclusion- Mrs. Franchini/Mrs. Kathleen Albanese 

In literacy, we have just started our non-fiction unit of study.  The students are learning about text features and 
the different forms of non-fiction writing.  We just started reading Who Was John F. Kennedy? and the students 
have been fascinated with all of the information they are learning about John F. Kennedy.  The students are 
continuing to practice finding facts and opinions in non-fiction literature, as well as learning the importance of 
sequencing events properly when writing to enhance understanding.  The students have been creating timelines 
to track the important events in John F. Kennedy’s life, as well.   

In writing class, the students have been learning how to organize their thoughts into paragraphs, using a 
thesaurus to find “fancy” words and incorporating their own voice into our writing.  On our next writing piece, 
we will be using the Chromebooks to research information and create a research report using Google Docs! 

In social studies, we just wrapped up a chapter on how the nation has changed throughout history.  Students 
read about different role models who worked to get all citizens equal rights and the struggles they faced in doing 
so. 

  
Grade 3- Mrs. Hynes 

Math:  Our math class continues to conquer multiplication and division this month.  Students discovered 
various methods to solve word problems and are able to identify when multiplication and division can be used 
to solve such problems.   Students continue to be excited about our “multiplication belt testing”.  Students are 
given an opportunity several times a week to take a timed multiplication quiz to earn a belt.  The students are 
extremely eager to earn their way from white to black belts by memorizing their multiplication facts!  In 
addition, both sections of math classes have been hard at work using Imagine Math this month.   
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Social Studies:   This month students learned about the importance of being a good citizen.  Students learned 
the benefits of volunteering and taking action for important causes.  Students exchanged ideas of how they can 
participate from a young age in being productive citizens.  Throughout the month, students also learned about 
several activists that worked for equal rights for all Americans.  They then partnered to create a google slide to 
highlight important achievements of activist Thurgood Marshall. 

Grade 3 Inclusion- Ms. Moccia/Mrs. Kathleen Albanese 

In math this month, we continued to dive into learning multiplication and division.  In Topic 4 and 5, students 
learned and reviewed multiplication and division strategies.  We also worked on solving multiplication and 
division word problems.  Students are motivated to work on mastering their times tables and this is reinforced in 
class.  Students take one minute multiplication belt tests.  Each student has a goal to earn a multiplication belt 
for all multiplication facts.  Once they have mastered all multiplication facts, 1 through 12, they receive a prize 
for becoming a multiplication master!   

This month in social studies, we learned more about citizenship and how the nation has grown over time.  In 
Topic 5, we concentrated on what it means to be a good citizen.  We discussed some important figures in history 
and how they proved themselves to be good citizens.  Some of these historic figures were Susan B. Anthony, 
Thurgood Marshall, Eleanor Roosevelt, Mary Mcleod Bethune, Cesar Chavez, and Clara Barton.    
     
Speech Therapist- Ms. Allen 

We continue to work hard during speech class in our small group/ individual speech therapy sessions. Speech 
instruction for all students is working toward complete carryover of accurate sound productions and/or 
improvement of language goals. Therapy sessions are individualized to each child’s needs, and technology of 
the iPad is being incorporated into therapy sessions as appropriate. 

This month we began the preparation of the third grade speech student’s holiday project. They made 
presentations in each class which were evaluated by each classroom teacher.  They presented on November 27th 
and will begin collecting gifts and everyday items for the poor and homeless on December 2nd.  This is the 26th 
year for this project! 

Speech- Ms. Amadeo 

We started off the month with a craft to get in the fall spirit! Each child was able to choose to decorate a leaf or 
an acorn. I incorporated each child’s goal in this activity. If a child has language goals, I had them work on 
synonyms/categories/past tense verbs for each word on their leaf/acorn. If a child has articulation goals, I had 
the children work on their sounds while putting them on their leaf/acorn. For children in Pre-K or kindergarten, 
I targeted goals such as labeling, following directions; increasing MLU (I see an acorn!) and requesting items (I 
want scissors).  This was a great activity that I could incorporate everyone’s goals so every child could 
participate. After, I hung up the leaves and acorns in my speech room so everyone could admire their hard 
work!  
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Occupational Therapy- Mrs. DeFillipo 

During the month of November, students continued to work towards their individual occupational therapy goals 
ranging from improving fine motor skills and handwriting paraments to increasing body awareness, or 
improving use of self- regulation techniques. The main project completed this month for the Pre-K through 
kindergarten was a sponge painted turkey and for grades 1 through 3 students (with up and downgrades for 
corresponding grade level/skill level) a cut/paste turkey. Additional activities included “fine motor feed the 
turkey” using resistive tongs/tweezers.  Up and downgrades for corresponding grade level/skill level were 
provided where as needed. The craft addressed fine motor/visual, perceptual skills, bilateral coordination, hand-
eye coordination, dexterity, and scissor skills.  Handwriting goals were also addresses as students were required 
to write what they were thankful for.

Art- Mrs. Jeffery 

Pre-k artists completed their alphabet soup wax resists inspired by the artist Jasper Johns.  Students were 
introduced to the artist by viewing his alphabet and number paintings.  They began by tracing a circle on 
watercolor paper.  Next, students used oil pastels to practice their letters.  They then painted over top of the 
letters with yellow watercolors to look like soup.  They observed how the oil pastels and watercolors do not 
mix- creating a resist technique.  To complete their soup bowls, students created a pattern on white paper to 
make it look like a tablecloth.  

Kindergarten artists created Japanese scroll paintings in correlation with their classroom unit on Japan.  They 
looked at examples of scroll paintings and learned scrolls are papers that can be rolled up for storing or 
traveling.  Students created a sky for the background of their painting by tracing a circle for a moon or sun, then 
coloring in the rest of the paper around the circle with either warm or cool wax pastels.  They brushed water on 
the paper to turn the wax pastels into watercolor paint.  Next, they looked at pictures of cherry blossom trees- a 
popular tree in Japan 
where festivals are held!  They painted branches for their trees using the letter “y”.   
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Students completed their cherry blossom trees by printing flowers next to and on top of our branches.  They 
learned new painting techniques using two new types of brushes.   

First grade artists have been working on their self-portrait emoji’s inspired by artist Takashi Murakami.  
Students began by discussing what a portrait is.  They learned that a portrait not only shows what a person looks 
like, but can also reveal different traits about that person.  For example, what their favorite food is, their favorite 
hobby, or their favorite holiday.  They also examined how a person’s expression can change by how they are 
feeling.  Students observed in mirrors how their face changes when they are excited, nervous, shocked, or tired.  
Students then completed a worksheet that matched famous portrait paintings with the emoji they resembled the 
most.   Using their favorite colored markers, students colored a color diffusing circle.  Mrs. Jeffery then sprayed 
water on top of their circles.  Students observed how the colors mix and melt together in a circle on their papers. 
To complete their emoji’s, students will be adding individual features and expressions. 

Second grade artists are working on their large scale animal collages in correlation with their classroom unit on 
animals. Students were introduced to the art element, scale. Scale is how  an object compares in size to other 
objects. When an artist chooses to show an object as oversized or miniature it is often because he or she wants 
to draw attention to the object or to make the viewer see it in a new way. Students viewed examples of how 
artists use scale in their artwork and identified if it was done in large or small scale. They have been creating a 
radial paper collage using a variety of patterned paper. Second grade artists will be completing their large  
scale collages by drawing, cutting, and gluing large scale features of the animal they are  researching in their 
classrooms. Students will use an analogous color palette to color their animal eyes.  
 
The third grade artists began their abstract portraits inspired by Sandra Silberzweig. They began by discussing 
the work of Sandra Silberzweig and how she uses her unique ability to see, smell, taste, feel, and hear color in 
her artwork. The classes discussed how Sandra took something that made her different to create beautiful 
masterpieces.  To further explain Sandra’s unique sense, Mrs. Jeffery read to students The Girl Who Sees Colors 
illustrated by Vanessa Brantley-Newton.   

Students followed a guided drawing to draw features. They used a variety of lines and shapes to create their 
abstract drawings.  Next, the students discussed color families and learned about analogous colors. Students 
used analogous color sets to fill in their portraits with chalk pastels.  Third grade artists will be adding patterns 
and lines to their portraits using oil pastels.   

Physical Education- Mr. Aranda 

In the month of November, the Doyle student body has been working mostly with beanbags. They are great 
tools to use especially for our younger population. The students have explored manipulating and moving with 
beanbags in many fun and challenging ways, and have been learning the fundamentals of throwing and 
catching.  

Beanbag play is an excellent lead-up to ball play because the beanbags are much easier to handle, which in turn 
helps the students build their confidence when throwing or catching an object. Beanbags have many uses and 
because of their versatility the students were able to engage in a variety of individual, partner & group 
activities/games.  
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Some of the beanbag activities/games include but not limited to: Pick Up-Drop Off relay, BB Color Freeze Tag, 
BB Bocce, Lily Pads, Flip Hoop, Reverse BB Hot Spots, BB Hoopla, Cone Hole, Baggo BB Toss, Team Tic-
Tac-Toe, and BB follow along videos such as: BB Choose Your Challenge.  

Library/Media- Mrs. Diaz 

The Catherine Doyle School students have been very busy learning fundamental computing science, more 
specifically: Coding.  Beginners started with Course 1 Lesson 1, while others began where they ended last year 
(Course 2 or 3). Each lesson includes real-life algorithms and computational thinking which are needed in our 
technology driven world.  By using Code.org, the children are able to advance at their own pace and their 
lessons are saved so that they can go back and problem solve where needed. The students at Catherine Doyle 
School look forward to their “one hour of code” which will be held the week of December 9th-13th, 2019. 

A very special thank you to the Wood-Ridge Memorial Library for their very generous gift of new books. We 
greatly appreciate it!  

!  
     
     
Music- Mr. LaBelle 

First, second and third graders have been reviewing pitch, rhythm and lyrics for songs and have been practicing 
reading notes on the staff by identifying line and space notes and labeling notes with the appropriate letter name 
and then playing songs in groups and individually on the xylophones. Students also finished up learning about 
classical and modern composers, respectively.  

Kindergarten and Pre-K have been preparing: On Top of Spaghetti, America, the Beautiful, You're a Grand Old 
Flag and Let's Go Fly a Kite.  

Pre-K is working on Hakuna Matata, Five Little Ducks, Bingo, and Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah. Kindergarten and Pre-
K students have also started using the alphabet to play early childhood folk songs on the xylophones such as 
Mary Had a Little Lamb and Three Blind Mice. 
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 Intermediate School                                                                                                                                              

Grade 4 – Barrows 

English Language Arts 
 During the month of November, we finished up our Fiction Unit and kicked off our Nonfiction Unit! 
Students started up the month by writing their very own Fudge adventure stories. The students worked very 
hard and utilized the writing process to brainstorm, draft, edit, revise, and “publish” their stories. Upon 
completion, the students participated in a publishing party! During the publishing party, students had the 
opportunity to read each classmate’s writing, and leave positive feedback for each student on a “kudos sheet”. 
After reading each story, we celebrated our success with some treats and a refreshing cup of “Juicy-O”! 

Students also learned how to use text features to help them better understand a nonfiction piece of 
writing. Both classes watched several informational videos, and participated in various activities having to do 
nonfiction text features. Some of which included a text features matching game and a nonfiction text features 
scavenger hunt.  
 Furthermore, students had the opportunity to “travel” into the O.R. and perform a nonfiction text 
features surgery! Students worked with their surgery teams to prep for surgery by attending “medical school”. 
As a group, the students reviewed the different types of text features and their purposes. Then, the surgery teams 
performed their surgery the following day. In order to perform a successful surgery, students had to read through 
their patient’s medical record, and determine what text features they needed to cure each symptom their patient 
was exhibiting. For example, if the patient was having trouble remembering the meaning of certain words, he 
would need a glossary. After determining the needed text feature, students worked together to skim through 
various nonfiction texts, find an example of the needed text feature, and cut out and attach the text feature to 
their patient. Both classes had a blast, and we are so excited to continue learning about nonfiction texts during 
the month of December! 

Social Studies 
This month, we continued our study of New Jersey’s first people, the Lenape. Last month, students learned 
about the Lenape’s way of life, including how they got their food, made their shelter, and more. Students also 
learned how the Lenape used the natural resources surrounding them, like rivers and trees, to survive. 
Furthermore, we discussed how the legacy of the Lenape and other Native American tribes lives on in our 
country today. Using this knowledge, students worked together to construct their very own Lenape Villages. 
Each village had to include representation of Lenape life such as cooking, housing, hunting, fishing, and 
farming. The students worked diligently for several weeks to complete their village models. 

Once all of the students finished building, WRIS’s fourth graders presented their projects to their 
families and friends. The students did an amazing job presenting, and we are so thankful for everyone who 
joined us and showed their support! 
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Grade 4 – Johnson 

Math1 –  This month, the children worked on multiplying 2, 3, and 4-digit numbers by 1-digit.  The children 
practiced their multiplication skills by a playing card game in which they had to construct a number to arrive at 
the largest product.  These various activities allow the children the opportunity to practice their skills in fun, 
game-like situations.  We will continue to use these multiplication skills as we work with larger numbers and 2-
digit multipliers in chapters 7 and 8. Children continue to work with problem solving skills by completing 
various enrichment activities both independently and in small groups.  

Math 2 – In November, the class worked on multiplying 2 and 3-digit numbers by 2-digits, as we completed 
Topics 7 and 8 in our textbook.  We practiced different methods that could be used to help arrive at a problem’s 
final product, including both the box method and the traditional method. We spent time completing different 
task card and center activities to help hone these math skills.  We will continue to work with these 
multiplication skills going forward throughout the next few months.   Soon the children will begin working on 
long division.  We will start by dividing 2-digit numbers with remainders and will continue with larger numbers 
resulting in 3 and 4- digit quotients. 

For the Thanksgiving holiday, both classes completed some “Turkey Math” activities involving all types of 
problem solving skills. Our “turkeys” are hanging out around the hallways. 

!  !            
Turkey Math 

Science- The children have been learning about various forms of energy, such as forces and motion and heat.  
This month we have learning about light energy.  We have been completing various activities to demonstrate the 
characteristics of light. Some include reflecting light onto the back of a book to demonstrate that light travels in 
straight lines, experimenting with shadows, and using refracting glasses to separate white light into the colors of 
the visible spectrum.    
There are many more fun activities to come. 
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                                   Some science fun with light 

Grade 4 – May 

Reading: We have kicked off our Nonfiction Unit this month! The students learned text features as we read 
through some nonfiction books in class. We also watched some informational videos and listened to a non-
fiction text feature rap!  The classes participated in a short scavenger hunt to find some features shown in 
various nonfiction texts.  

This month, we also “traveled” into the OR and performed a text feature surgery! The day before 
surgery, the students prepped by attending their “medical school” and reading further about how text features 
help readers with their surgery teams. On the day of surgery, the students suited up and worked in groups to 
analyze a “patient.” In order to determine the different features that would help that patient get better, the groups 
read the patient notes, determined which feature would serve best for the “symptom,” found features in 
magazines to cut out, put the cut-out onto their “patient” using a band-aid, and labeled the feature. The students 
had a blast working in groups taking on the medical roles of surgeon (cutting out), nurse (labeling), assist 
(pasting with band-aid), and medical scribe (recording notes).  

Next month, we will begin learning main idea and kick off our Nonfiction Holidays around the World 
project! This will surely prove to be an exciting and memorable time for the students!  
Pictures of our Nonfiction Text Feature Surgery can be seen below… 
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Writing: We started the month off with finishing up our fiction unit with writing our very own Fudge adventure 
stories! The students worked very hard to revise and edit independently and with peers.  

When we completed our stories, the students participated in a publishing party where they showcased 
their stories to classmates. The students walked around the room and read each other’s writing while leaving 
compliments, or kudos, for each peer. Everyone got to keep their “kudos” sheets to have as a memory.  

Social Studies: We have continued our study of Chapter 2 on the Early Peoples of New Jersey. We learned 
about the Lenape Native Americans settling in NJ and the students have worked hard designing and building 
model Lenape Villages.  

The students started by watching videos, taking notes, and using our class chrome books and textbooks 
to think about an appropriate design for their model village. The village had to include representations of 
Lenape life such as cooking (fire), housing, hunting & fishing, and farming (crops). The groups worked 
extremely hard for several weeks of construction time.  

Our 4th grade Lenape Village presentations took place on Wednesday, November 27. All of the students 
did a wonderful job presenting their villages for administration and families. They had a blast with this 
educational experience! Thanks to all families who joined the 4th grade to show off our work!  

See students hard at work building Lenape villages and showcasing our final projects… 
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Grade 4 – Romoff 

Math continues to be a lot of fun in fourth grade. The students have become multiplication experts and are able 
to easily multiply multi-digit numbers by a one-digit number using a variety of strategies. Students have learned 
how to find products with break apart (distributive property), partial products/“box method,” and the standard/
traditional way of multiplying. We have also been focusing on word problems and strategies associated with 
these problems.  

In Science, the children have been learning all about light. They were surprised to learn that visible light, the 
light we see, is only a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is all light waves from radio waves to 
gamma waves. Students have also learned how we see color and enjoyed looking through a prism and special 
glasses to see how the light separates into colors of the rainbow. Using the glasses, children observed how 
fluorescent light, LED light and sunlight created rainbows. The children were amazed to see rainbows 
differently with each light. 

Grade 5 – Ciliotta 
Math 
We spent the month of November continuing our study of volume as well as numerical expressions.  How can 
three-dimensional shapes be represented? and How are the values of numerical and algebraic expressions 
found?  were the guiding essential questions for this unit of study.  Students learned to identify different shapes 
and their properties.  We used graph paper and unit cubes in order to analyze and calculate the volume of 
different prisms.  In addition to creating models, students also used a formula and calculators to find the 
volume.  The combined volume was one of the most challenging for students and will continue to be reinforced 
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during center activities. During early December we will be learning about input and output tables and finding a 
rule. 

! ! !  

Matter Matters 
We wrapped up our matter unit with chapter 2 Changes in Matter.  Students experimented with mixtures and 
solutions and also identified physical and chemical changes in matter.  Lastly, we learned about atoms, 
compounds and elements by studying the periodic table as well as completing our Element box projects. I 
always look forward to this project and students are always amazed at just how important elements are to our 
lives. The projects will be on display in the front lobby.   The next unit will focus on learning about forms of 
energy and understanding how ecosystems are related by their methods of obtaining energy. 

Grade 5 – Muscle 

Ms. Muscle 5th grade ELA 

Students continued to read the novel Maniac Magee.  While reading, students have responded to 
comprehension questions to demonstrate their understanding of what is being read.  Students also learned new 
vocabulary and identified context clues while reading to determine the meanings of the new words. While 
reading, students continue to apply a variety of reading strategies and skills.  Students worked on making 
inferences about their reading and how characters and events support a theme.  

In addition, students have been writing multiple pieces. Students were introduced to an explanatory 
writing activity.  Students were asked to write about what they are most grateful for this Thanksgiving. After 
brainstorming, students were given a five-paragraph essay graphic organizer in order to organize their ideas. 
Students then used the Writing Process and Google Docs to write their essays. Along with the Thanksgiving 
writing, students also learned about an opinion piece to an editor and how to use the business letter format. They 
used their imaginations a bit and wrote to the editor of the local newspaper in Maniac Magee. They shared their 
opinions on the character of Maniac and his sightings throughout the town. Students had to declare him a “hero” 
or a “nuisance.” 

Social Studies 

Students discussed the Mayflower Compact and the purpose of it. Students watched a short video clip on 
the ship’s voyage. Students also completed a Mayflower Compact scavenger hunt where they navigated the 
Internet to find answers to specific questions regarding the Mayflower Compact including when it was written 
and why.  
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Students began Chapter 3 on early American settlements. They read about the disappearance of Roanoke 
and the stronger settlement of Jamestown. Students were able to work short documentary clips and complete an 
interactive Jamestown activity that required them to create a successful colony.  
The students in the homeroom had some additional fun this year by participating in the annual Thanksgiving 
Turkey Trot. The top qualifiers ran around the school block in hopes of finishing first for a prize that was 
kindlydonated by the PTA. 

Grade 5 – Oppido 
HP Math: 
With this month being shortened by the few breaks we’ve had, the class worked really hard on completing Topic 
8: Numerical Expressions, Patterns, and Relationships. The students really seemed to grasp the concept of 
following the acronym PEMDAS. We also spent a few days working on adding, subtracting, multiplying and 
dividing decimals too (which will be more in depth in topics to come). I just introduced Topic 9 which entails 
fractions this past week, but so far the class has simplified fractions, found equivalent fractions as well as the 
least common multiples (LCM) and least common denominators (LCD). In December, we will start to add and 
subtract fractions with like and unlike denominators.  

Math:  
We finished Topic 12 and have since then moved onto Topic 8.  This topic focuses on writing expressions and 
using variables for missing numbers.  We use the acronym PEMDAS to help remember the order of operations 
we use when evaluating different expressions.  As long as the students remember PEMDAS and take their time, 
they can complete any problem correctly.  We took some time working on adding, subtracting, multiplying and 
dividing decimals too which they struggled with a bit at first, but after some extra practice, they finally got the 
hang of it. Next month, I will introduce Topic 9 which starts fractions. 

Science Classes: 
In Science we have just finished the unit on Energy by taking a Unit Test right before the Thanksgiving break.  
During the month, the two classes worked diligently on the lab with their plants, recording the height as well as 
the appearance of their plant. They completed a lab report as well as a graph to show the decline in height of 
their plant as the 13 days went by.  When we return back to school on December 2nd, we will move onto how 
energy is transferred through ecosystems; starting with talking about food webs. 

Grade 5 – Palmieri 

 Students continued to read the novel Maniac Magee.  While reading, students have continued to work on 
comprehension questions to demonstrate their understanding of the novel.   Students also learned new 
vocabulary and identified context clues while reading to determine the meanings of the new words. While 
reading, students continue to apply a variety of reading strategies and skills.  Students also worked on making 
inferences. Students participated in a “mystery bag” activity where they worked in centers to make inferences 
about items in a bag. Students used evidence to support their inferences.  

In addition, students have been working on various writing pieces. Students worked on writing their own 
versions of The Itsy Bitsy Spider while focusing on the 5 W’s.  Students were then introduced to an explanatory 
writing activity.  Students had to write about who or what they are most grateful for this Thanksgiving. After 
brainstorming, students were given a five-paragraph essay graphic organizer in order to organize their ideas. 
Students then used the Writing Process and Google Docs to write their essays. Along with the Thanksgiving 
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writing, students also learned about an opinion piece to an editor and how to use the business letter format. They 
used their imaginations a bit and wrote to the editor of the local newspaper in Maniac Magee. They shared their 
opinions on the character of Maniac and his sightings throughout the town. Students had to declare him a “hero” 
or a “nuisance.” Students used evidence from the novel to support their position.  

!  

Social Studies 

Students discussed the Mayflower Compact and why it was created.  Students watched a short video clip 
on the ship’s voyage.  
Students began Chapter 3 on early American settlements. They read about the disappearance of Roanoke and 
the successful settlement of Jamestown. Students were able to work short documentary clips and complete an 
interactive Jamestown activity which required them to create a successful colony. 

  
Grade 6 – Borrelli 

English- We have finished our first novel of the year, Holes.  We loved it! We celebrated by watching the movie 
version and then comparing it to the novel.  We are moving on to our poetry unit and learning about figurative 
language.  This unit will culminate with our famous poet project.  The students will get to choose a poem and a 
poet that means something to them.  We will discuss how poetry can express a wide range of feelings. 

In Writing, we learned how to write a literary essay.  The class created a thesis statement and found evidence to 
support their ideas.  We were excited to turn in and publish our work in Google Docs. 

Social Studies – We are continuing to work on Chapter 3 Ancient Egypt.  We have learned a lot about the 
ancient civilization of Egypt so far.  Next, we will be creating our names in hieroglyphics. We are excited to put 
our artistic skills to use! Can you imagine writing in hieroglyphs everyday?  We will also be watching an 
interesting documentary that investigates the mystery of King Tut’s death.  Was it an accident or MURDER? 
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Grade 6 – Koernig 
        
Language Arts-Students have been taught how to write a literary analysis essay for the novel Holes.  Students 
analyzed three character traits based on their character’s actions, words, and feelings.  The essay was generated 
using text evidence and careful analysis. 

Once students completed reading Holes, they watched the movie based on the novel.  Students completed a T-
Chart comparing and contrasting the novel to the film. 

Period three/four has started the novel Hatchet, by Gary Paulsen and started a new Learning Log. Students 
continued to define new words, understand them in context, and use them within their own writing. While 
reading, students have completed mini lessons on character traits, descriptive writing, types of irony, types of 
conflict, cause and effect, and new vocabulary. 

!  

Social Studies- Students are diligently studying Chapter 3, Ancient Egypt and Nubia.   The class will enjoy 
learning how to write their names in hieroglyphics and performing a Reader's Theater titled, Death on the Nile, 
the Legend of Isis and Osiris.  As a culminating activity, students will be creating their own mummies at: http://
discoverykids.com/games/mummy-maker/. 
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Grade 6 – Molta 

November flew by us here in sixth grade! The students showed great spirit in crazy hat day, pajama day, and 
spirit day. For Veterans Day, the students were able to write personal letters to troops thanking them for their 
service which they did with great sincerity. We also had a great time at the annual Turkey Trot! 

Math – In Math we started and completed our Expressions Unit. In this unit, students familiarized themselves 
with variables, the distributive property and combining like terms. To reinforce these concepts we played we 
games such as I Have Who Has, Matching, and Jeopardy. We are now beginning our Equations Unit! 
 

!  

Science – Science has been extremely interesting this month! The students could not get enough of our Plate 
Tectonics unit. They loved learning about the causes and intricacies of earthquakes, volcanoes, and other natural 
events. To make it extra fun we completed webquests and puzzles. 

Grade 6 – Negro 
     
November was a great month in sixth grade!  In science, students began a study of plate tectonics.  Students 
learned about the famous scientist Alfred Wegener and his theory of continental drift. Students completed a 
variety of center activities to help them learn about Pangea. Students learned about the different types of plate 
boundaries within Earth and how they cause different events such as earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis.  
Students modeled different plate boundaries using graham crackers and icing.  Students used the knowledge that 
they gained to complete an online activity about building a Bay Area baseball stadium out of harm’s way.   
     In math, students demonstrated their understanding of decimal operations by completing a project in which 
they had to plan a Thanksgiving meal.  Students worked hard to figure out the amount of time it would take to 
prepare their Thanksgiving feast, the amount of food they would need, and the total cost.  Next, students studied 
expressions. Students wrote and simplified expressions using variables, learned how to use substitution, and 
learned about the properties of operations.  At the end of the month, students improved their financial literacy 
by listening to a read aloud of the novel Lawn Boy by Gary Paulsen.  After being inspired by the main 
character, students worked in groups to develop a business plan for their own company and to create a print 
advertisement or commercial. 
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Special Education – Carroll 

Mrs. Carroll’s 6th Grade Math resource room 
This month students have finished Unit 4:  Decimals.  Students learned how to add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide decimals.  Students also reviewed comparing and ordering decimals.  Students planned a Thanksgiving 
meal for ten people applying the skills of multiplying and adding decimals.  

 
The class then moved on to Unit 4:  Expressions and Variables.  Students learned how to write, evaluate, and 
translate expressions.  They learned about the parts of an expression, understanding, translating, and evaluating 
expressions. 
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The students have been using IXL to further extend their practice of skills they are learning in class.  Students 
are also using centers that focus on fluency of the four basic operations and extension activities on the weekly 
topics.  The class has been using ST Math as an enrichment program. 

  
Mrs. Carroll’s 6th Grade ELA resource room 
This month students completed reading the realistic fiction novel Holes.  They continued to define knew words 
and understand them in context.   While reading, students have completed mini lessons on character traits, 
descriptive writing, types of irony, types of conflict, cause and effect and vocabulary. 

Students learned how to write a literary analysis essay on character traits for the novel Holes.  They wrote about 
Stanley Yelnats or Katherine Barlow.  Students learned how to identify character traits based on character 
actions, words, and feelings.  Students wrote an essay using text evidence and analysis. 

!  

Once students completed reading the novel Holes, they watched the movie based on the novel.  Students 
completed a t-chart comparing and contrasting the novel to the film. 

Do Now activities have focused on grammar, usage, and mechanics editing of sentences. 
Students learned about the parts of a letter and letter writing to write letters to a veteran, hero, or service worker. 

Mrs. Carroll’s 6th Grade Math RTI class 
This month the class reviewed order of operations without exponents.  Then the class reviewed exponents and 
used the knowledge in evaluating expressions. These are areas of weakness according to STAR and NJSLA 
reports.  Students completed lessons in the Common Core Support Coach books. 
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Mrs. Carroll’s 6th Grade ELA RTI class 
This month the students focused on theme and character are areas of weakness according to STAR and NJSLA 
reports. Students Students read the nonfiction text “The Five Snakes” from Systems 44.  They extended their 
knowledge on theme.  Students continued to practice the skills of  character analysis and story mountain 
element summarizing as well as learning to identify theme in the short story “La Festival Calabaza” in the 
Common Core Support Coach books. Students then read “The Golden Touch and other Greek Myths” from 
“Systems 44.”  Students completed a chart on character, what problem they faced and overcame, and the lesson 
they learned from that problem.  This helped identify the theme of the myth 

Special Education – Lanfranchi 

4th Grade Mathematics 
   Students began working on Topic 5: Number Sense Multiplying by 1 Digit Numbers. Skills covered in 
this topic include arrays and multiplying by 10 and 100. Our class continues to practice basic facts through 
various activities and learning centers. Students also continue to practice their foundational math skills by 
completing lessons on Imagine Math and IXL.  

4th Grade Language Arts 
During the month of November, our class working on a variety of text structures to assist in 

comprehension of nonfiction texts.  Students created a ‘text features toolbox’ to help identify each nonfiction 
text feature.  Our class also performed ‘text feature surgery’ to practice identifying text features in a wide 
variety of texts.   

!   !    
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4th Grade RTI 
Students continued working in our new RTI instructional books.  They will continue working with this 

book to support their growth in reading comprehension.  

4th Social Studies ICS 
During the month of November, students continued Chapter 2: Early Peoples and discussed how the 

varied geography of NewJersey affects how people live and work.  Students collaborated with their peers and 
built Lenape villages.  Each collaborative group had the opportunity to present their village. 

4th Science ICS 
Students began working on the Unit: Light during the month of November.  They worked in groups to 

investigate how we see light.   They used refracting glasses to see how white light is divided into the colors of 
the visible spectrum. Students also used materials to show that light travels in straight lines. 

  !    !  

!  !  
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Special Education – Panayoti 
  
English 

The students worked on Phonics building skills in various center activities. Consonant blends, and 
beginning/ending sounds were reinforced throughout the activities. In our reading component, the class 
continued reading the novel Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli. Students worked on various vocabulary building 
and comprehension activities related to the novel. 

Students continued their lessons in writing/grammar conventions, working on editing and proofreading 
their work. Lessons also focused on rewriting sentences and correcting double negatives in our writing.  

Math:  

The 5th graders continue working on their Do Nows, which are the class “Mad Minutes” where 
multiplication and division skills are practiced daily. The students investigated 3D shapes such as pyramids, 
cylinders, and prisms. Using hands-on activities, students learned about the corresponding nets of 3D shapes. 
The class practiced finding volume by using the formula LxWxH.  

Social Studies: 

Students are working on Lesson 3, the Pilgrims and Puritans in New England. We reviewed the 
Mayflower Compact and the settlers feelings about religion and education in the New World. Students read 
various articles and watched various Brain Pop videos that showed both the positive and negative effects of 
exploration in the Americas.  

RTI - Hamerling 

Ms. Hamerling’s RTI classes 
  

Response to Intervention (RTI) is a program designed to provide eligible students with extra support and 
intervention in English and/or Math.  PARCC testing scores, STAR scores, teacher recommendations, and other 
criteria were used to determine which students in grades 4-6 would benefit from being included in this program.  
RTI classes meet once a week during a student’s Extensions period, so they do not miss regular content area 
classes.  The goal of this program is to allow students to review skills/strategies in English and/or Math and help 
them improve these skills throughout the year. 
  
 4th grade 
  
Language Arts - Students read a fiction story titled Things That Go Thump in the Night.  While reading, 
students responded to critical thinking questions.  They also completed a chart to make inferences as they read, 
as well as identify the meanings of idioms, adages, and proverbs. 
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Math- Students practiced using a ruler (inches and centimeters) to measure items to the closest inch, half inch, 
quarter inch, and centimeters.  They used these rulers to measure pictures of ghosts, skeletons, and spiders in 
inches and centimeters to complete a chart.  Based on the responses on the chart, students were able to analyze 
their data by answering a number of questions about their findings.  Students also had the opportunity to access 
ST Math. 

5th grade  

Math - Students reviewed the steps to solving perimeter and area of two-dimensional shapes by counting unit 
cubes and solving word problems.  To incorporate measurement, students were provided with a variety of 
shapes and were asked to use a ruler to measure the sides.  Using this information, students were able to 
determine the perimeter and area.  A review of volume was also instructed and ST Math was used as 
reinforcement. 

 6th grade 
  
Language Arts - The next comprehension skill students are practicing is main idea and details.  After reviewing 
these terms, students read an article titled “An Inventor with Vision”. They practiced highlighting key 
information and not just everything on the page, as well as marking up the text with notes in the margins and 
underlining or circling important words and phrases.  Students then used the article to determine the main idea 
of the text and identified supporting details. 

Math - The beginning of the month found sixth graders dividing fractions and mixed numbers.  Then they 
moved on to working with algebraic expressions, combining like terms, and distributive property. 

ESL – Manicone 

WRIS 
           This month we completed a writing unit, featuring show not tell strategies to give strong and vivid 
descriptions.  We took time to practice sounding ou short vowel words and chunking larger words to help sound 
them out.  November ended with another unit on common text features in nonfiction reading.   
  

Art – C. Sterba 

Grade 4 Art- Students are starting up work on artwork based off of the style of Franz Marc. They are focusing 
on the arbitrary color animal paintings he created using them as inspiration for their own animal designs. 

Grade 5 Art – Students are starting their heraldry inspired designs.  They are studying the symbols used in a coat 
of arms and what meanings were associated with them. The students will then create their own coat of arms 
design. 
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Grade 6 Art- the students have begun work on a project where they are creating Illuminated letter designs that 
are symbolic self portraits. Once the designs are finished they will then emboss them onto copper foil and color 
with ink.  
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Music – J. Sterba 

Each month in all music classes and grades we focus on a patriotic song. Our patriotic song for November 
highlighted the Holiday this month “Veteran’s Day”  Students learned to sing the theme songs for the Army 
“The Caissons” The Marines “Marine’s Hymn” and  the Navy “Anchors Aweigh.” We also learned “Five Fat 
Turkeys” and  “Over the River and Through the Wood” for Thanksgiving Day. 

Fourth grade 
Students have begun learning about the repertoire they will be required to perform during our field trip to 
Carnegie Hall.  Some of these pieces include: “Come to Play,” “Duke’s Place”, “When The Saints Go Marching 
In,” “It Don’t Mean A Thing If It Ain’t Got That Swing”, “I Got Rhythm” “Juba from Symphony No. 1” and 
many more. 

Fifth graders  
The New Jersey Performance Standards for music frequently mandate the use of standard notation in the music 
education environment.  Iconic/graphic notation is an intermediate step, but literacy with standard music 
notation is the goal. Students in fifth grade are learning how to compose simple quarter note and rest rhythms in 
2/4, ¾, and 4/4 in general music to improve that skill.  

Sixth graders  
More than anything else what makes a work of art unique and different is the person who creates it. Students in 
6th grade this month have learning about Music in their school.  We have been discussing different music 
opportunities available in their school. Starting with rhythmic chanting ie cheering students created their own 
cheers and shared their creations with the class. We have also been listening to band music and identifying the 
different instrument families in concert band, and a composer highlight of John Philip Sousa! 

Library/Media – Diaz 

The Wood-Ridge Intermediate School students have been very busy learning fundamental computing science, 
more specifically, Coding.  Beginners started with Course 1 Lesson 1, while others began where they ended last 
year (Course 2 or 3). Each lesson includes Real-Life Algroithms and Computational Thinking which are needed 
in our technology driven world.  By using Code.org, the children are able to  advance at their own pace and 
their lessons are saved so that they can go back and problem solve where needed. The students at The Wood-
Ridge Intermediate School  look forward to their One Hour of Code which will be held the week of December 
9th to 15th. 
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Physical Education – Rella 

During the month of November, students continued to work on various volleyball skills. In addition, they 
engaged in various individual, dual, and group drills to improve their skills. These skills were also applied in a 
game-like situation using the net. The focus was on applying the skills learned while implementing good 
sportsmanship and teamwork.  In addition to this, they also played a volleyball lead up game called 
“VolleyCatch”.   

Speech –Pittaro 

Speech-Language therapy took place in the classroom and speech-therapy room. Students participated in group 
and/or individual sessions which were tailored to each child’s individual needs.  

Being November is a time to reflect on being grateful and giving, students created holiday cards for children in 
specialized hospitals. This allowed WRIS students to reflect on their own blessings while also bringing a smile 
to another child’s face. Students with articulation goals wrote cards with nouns, verbs, and adjectives consisting 
with their sounds. Students who are working on language goals wrote cards with complex/compound sentences 
with new vocabulary words. Additionally, learned this month was thanksgiving themed idioms. Many of the 
goals worked on included mastering a particular sound such as /s/ /z/ /th/ /r/ /l/ /sh/and /ch/, increasing 
vocabulary, comprehension, and inferencing skills. 

!  
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STEM Club – Oppido 

The fourth grade STEM Club members met this month twice; November 14th and November 21st.  I decided to 
give them the opportunity of working on building different items this month.  They were given the choice of 
building a K’Nex rollercoaster, an EM4 Educational Motorized Robot, a 14 in 1 Educational Solar Robot, or 
they were given the choice to work on building their own creations from Legos and or K’Nex pieces.  They had 
a blast! Some students who never worked together before during the STEM Club, came together and were eager 
to jump on the challenge to try to complete one of the tasks.  We started on the first Thursday and then I allowed 
them to finish during the next meeting.  However, some of the members preferred to be given different activities 
to try.  So I gave them some of the challenges I was taught in a workshop I went to many years ago.  A few of 
the groups chose to work on those instead, which was totally fine.  
   The members were sad to hear that there is only one meeting left in December, but got very excited when I 
told them we will be making snow!  Stay tune for that experience, below are some pictures from this month’s 
meetings.  

!    !  

!               !       !  
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Drama Club – Muscle 

The Drama Club held meetings in November. We met on November 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 25th, and 
26th.. These meetings were held for audition purposes. Students signed up for roles that they were interested in 
and have had the chance to read and sing from a set script and score provided by the Drama Club coordinator 
from the ShowKit. A committee of teachers from within WRIS served as an Audition Committee and evaluated 
the students’ performances. The process will continue until all roles are casted. Callbacks will be necessary for 
many roles due to the talent of the students. 

Choir Club – Manolakakis 

Rosters were handed in. 

Club/Activity

October	–	WR	Jr/Sr	HS	–	Vocal	Ensemble	2019

Meeting	Date(s)
All	Meetings	are	held	in	the	WRIS	Music	Room	on	Wednesdays	from	3pm	–	3:30pm.			

○ November: 13, 20, 

Agenda

Rehearsal:			

11/13/19	-		22		Students	attended	
● Sign-In	Sheet	-	Vocal	Warm-Ups	
● Handed	out	music	to	those	who	were	missing.	
● Sang	Through	Holiday	Song	Packet,	Anthem,	God	Bless	America,	Amazing	Grace	

11/20/19	-	25	Students	attended	
● Sign-In	Sheet	-	Vocal	Warm	-Ups	
● Handed	out	music	to	those	who	were	missing.	
● Sang	Through	Holiday	Song	Packet,	Anthem,	God	Bless	America,	Amazing	Grace	

Activities/Fund-Raisers/Field	Trips

Working on Holiday Concert 12/19/19.   

Students	Present
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Safety Patrol – Johnson 

The WRIS Safety Patrol has continued to add some new members to our squads and have rotated posts 
consistently.  Soon I would expect that each Patrol member will have worked at every post we have at our 
building. 

As the holidays approached in the month of December, the WRIS Safety Patrol has a little activity planned to 
make this time a little more festive for our staff.  Our last meeting this month will be a little holiday celebration.  
We hope that everyone had a wonderful Thanksgiving, and we wish you all a very happy holiday and a Happy 
New Year. 

Art Club/Stage Crew -Carroll 

No meetings this month as I held 4n meetings in the month of October. 
I spent this month collaborating with Mrs. Sterba on the decorations for the winter concert for my December 
meetings.  I prepared templates and notes for the December Art Club meetings. 

As Stage Crew advisor I helped Mrs. Muscle with Drama Club auditions. 
Auditions were held on: 
● Tuesday November 19 
● Wednesday November 20 
● Thursday November 21 
● Monday November 25 
● Tuesday November 26 

Student Council - Negro 

Thursday, November 14th: Students created gift tags and posters for the Student Council drive for the All 
Wrapped Up program.  Students requested new toys for recess.   

Thursday, November 21st: Students created a flier for the holiday drive and created announcements to be read 
over the loudspeaker and to homerooms.  Students drew names for a Student Council Secret Santa exchange. 

Journalism – Diaz 

The Journalism Club is happy to announce their November issue of The WRIS Gazette, A paper for the student, 
by the students! 
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English Department 

Valerie Hunter 
English I 
English I students wrote sequels to the short stories they read in class (“The Most Dangerous Game” by Richard 
Connell, “The Interlopers” by Saki, “The Necklace” by Guy de Maupassant, and “The Scarlet Ibis” by James 
Hurst). Students’ sequels included round protagonists, a conflict with a resolution, and dialogue. They have also 
started reading Laurie Halse Anderson’s novel Speak, and are analyzing the main character, Melinda, and 
identifying the book’s use of similes and metaphors.  
English I Honors 
English I Honors students continued to read Great Expectations by Charles Dickens, and created graphic 
organizers that mapped character relationships with key quotes. They took a test on the first half of the book, 
and also wrote analytical responses using textual evidence. Students continue to expand their vocabulary 
through Wordly Wise book 9. 

Jessica McClain 
7th Grade Resource English 
In November, the 7th graders began reading our first novel, Wonder.  As an introduction, we discussed the 
theme of kindness and how we can show kindness in our classroom and throughout the school.  We also 
completed a mini research assignment on craniofacial abnormalities and presented our findings to our 
classmates.  As we read, we are analyzing character interactions, conflict and plot elements.  In writer’s 
workshop, we began our argumentative writing unit and engaged in debates and discussions to advocate our 
point of view to our classmates.  We selected individual topics for our argumentative essays, stated our claims 
and supportive reasons.  Next month, we will begin sifting through information to find reliable evidence that 
supports our reasoning. 
8th Grade Resource English 
In November, we began reading Outcasts United, a creative non-fiction novel that tells the story of a woman 
who created a soccer team in an effort to support and engage refugee children outside of Atlanta, Georgia.  As 
we read, we are looking at how past experiences define our characters as well as how our own past experiences 
define us today.  In writer’s workshop, we began our argumentative writing unit and engaged in debates and 
discussions to advocate our point of view to our classmates.  We selected individual topics for our 
argumentative essays, stated our claims and supportive reasons.  We worked on locating reliable resources in 
order to find evidence and citations that supports our claims. 
9th Grade Resource English 
The 9th grade students completed their short story unit this month and as a final project, they worked to 
compose a sequel to one of the short stories we studied in class.  Students brainstormed and organized their 
ideas to create narratives that mimicked the original author’s tone, characterization and writing style.  We ended 
the month with a Writer’s Celebration and shared our stories with one another while enjoying some yoo-hoo and 
baked goods.  December will be busy as we kick off our research paper and begin our first novel, Speak. 
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Kimberly Millar 
English II & English II (H) 

The English II classes have just finished Book 2 of Richard Wright’s novel Native Son as they continue to read 
literature that addresses the progression of racism in America from the 1930’s to modern day.   The students are 
currently completing a rhetorical analysis of MLK’s “I Have a Dream” speech.  They are identifying rhetorical 
techniques such as ethos, pathos, and logos to assess how King effectively builds his argument. The Honors 
students will be completing a rhetorical analysis essay to give students insight as to what style of writing is 
necessary on the AP Language and Composition Exam, should students choose to enroll in that course next 
year.  Students in College Prep courses will be creating and presenting infomercials for which they will 
incorporate ethos, pathos, or logos, in an attempt to persuade the class to buy their product. 
AP Language and Composition 
The AP Language and Composition students have just finished studying the literature of the Native American 
and Puritans.  They continue to write rhetorical essays based on the literature from the American literature text 
and The Norton Reader. They have also completed synthesis essays based on the works of Nathaniel Philbrick, 
Benjamin Franklin, William Bradford, and a sculpture of Massasoit by Cyrus Dallin. Students are currently 
reading political documents of early America and continue to take practice exams in preparation for the AP 
exam. 
  
Colleen Kozibroda 
English II Resource Room 
In English II, students  read “The Leap” by Louise Erdrich; through analysis of this short story,  students 
focused on the following:  Literary analysis: Plot and Foreshadowing, Reading Skill:  Making Predictions, 
Vocabulary:  Analogy, and Conventions:  Common and Proper Nouns.  Students completed this unit through 
narrative writing; they wrote a brief sequel to either “The Monkey’s Paw” or “The Leap.” They had to use a plot 
outline to plan the story, vivid details to describe events and create an appropriate tone, foreshadowing to build 
suspense, and a flashback had to be added to help explain the characters’ present actions.   
English III Resource Room 
In English III, students kicked off the marking period discussing the concept of the “American Dream”and 
using poetry by Langston Hughes they compared the “dream” to the reality experienced by particular groups 
who have historically struggled for access and equality.  Students furthered this exploration by reading and 
discussing Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun, using the play as a basis to examine the way 1950s 
American society particularly restricted African American access to the “American Dream.” Through their 
reading of the play, interactive class discussion, group work, and creative writing assessments,  students will 
continue to gain an understanding that the concept of the “American Dream”  has been and continues to 
be multidimensional and complicated, particularly in terms of the historical struggles groups of people have 
faced in attaining equal rights, access, acceptance,etc. 
English IV Resource Room 
In English IV, students are reading and analyzing the  plot of Shakespeare's drama Macbeth after  completing a 
webquest on William Shakespeare; they will identify literary terms within context of a literary work (aside/
soliloquy) and evaluate the historical influence on content of the play.  Students are focusing on their oral 
reading skills adapting speech to their role in the play.  Through Daily Do Now’s on Google Classroom, 
students are engaging daily in the writing process.   
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Christine Green 
AP English 
Students are currently reading "Jane Eyre" by Charlotte Bronte to prepare for the May AP test.  They must be 
able to analyze all novels in class upon completion. They have also been  
learning new literary terms necessary for the test.  They are practicing with prep tests to develop time 
management in multiple choice and writing.   
English IV Honors 
Students have completed five novels.  They have been studying the Renaissance unit in British Literature.  They 
read and analyzed love sonnets and learned about the "rebirth" 
in literature that took place during the Renaissance. The students learned about Shakespeare and his 
contribution to the world of drama. They are currently reading "Faustus" 
by Christopher Marlowe. 
English IV College Prep 
The classes are completing the Renaissance unit in the textbook. They have been doing text analysis for all the 
reading selections in order to develop their reading comprehension.  They are reviewing all literary terms they 
will need in the future for college/career. They have started learning about Greek writer Sophocles in 
preparation for a class reading of his plays. 

Melissa Papp 
English Language Arts, Grade 8 
In November, the eighth graders studied World War II, themes of survival, civilization versus savagery, and 
good versus evil in preparation for Golding’s Lord of the Flies.  Currently we are using textual evidence to 
discuss these themes and evaluating the novel as an allegory.  Along with this, we are beginning to conduct 
preliminary research and form thesis statements, using the Zaner-Bloser online series, for our main research 
paper project on arguing Lord of the Flies as a social commentary on World War II.  They have continued to 
practice and apply grammar and syntax work into their daily writing.  Additionally, the eighth grade students 
contributed letters to our nation’s military, veterans, and first responders through Operation Gratitude, totaling 
almost 300 letters collaboratively at WRHS and WRIS! 
English Language Arts, Grade 8 Honors 
Along with continued practice in applying grammar and syntax work into their daily writing, this month, the 
honors students have been busy: beginning to study World War II and discussing themes of survival, civilization 
versus savagery, and good versus evil in preparation for Golding’s Lord of the Flies.  We are quickly advancing 
through the novel using textual evidence to analyze and to evaluate the novel as an allegory.  The students are 
also conducting differentiated research, forming theses statements, and drafting their research paper arguing 
Lord of the Flies as a social commentary on World War II.  Additionally, the honors students contributed letters 
to our nation’s military, veterans, and first responders through Operation Gratitude. 
Journalism 
Journalism students have explored effective interview strategies, examples, and ethics.  They have practiced 
interviewing using a “speed dating” style to experience answering questions, as well as researching and 
analyzing examples of quality interviews online.  Finally, they have created angles and selected a student to 
interview, drafted and revised questions, and are preparing to conduct filmed interviews in collaboration with 
Television Production. 
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Rebecca Landes  
7th Grade ELA 
Grade 7 Language Arts students have finished reading various short stories and poems and are now beginning 
the novel The Westing Game—a popular mystery for Junior High School students. They are learning new 
vocabulary from the novel as well as Wordly Wise Book 7. Students defined and completed original sentences 
based on these words. Students also played “Quizlet Live” to study for their vocabulary quizzes. Assessments 
have included chapter quizzes, guided reading questions, small-group discussions, homework, and participation. 
The students are also writing the first draft of a Poet Biography Essay based on the poet of their choice. 
Students are learning how to write their paper in MLA format. 

Pete Forman 
11th Grade English Literature 
Students are reading the works of Ralph Waldo Emerson and exploring the philosophy of Transcendentalism.  
In this unit, students will write response essays to Emerson as well as create motivational posters reinforcing 
Emerson's most famous quotes.  In addition, students are working on college admission practice essays. 
11th Grade English Honors Literature 
Students are working on the supplemental text Transcendentalism:   Essential Essays of Emerson And 
Thoreau.  As they read, they are working on a packet to illustrate connections to modern American themes.   
Honors students are continuing to work on their year-long web sites while meeting outside of school to work on 
collaborative unit projects.  
English 7: 

Matthew Bogert 
English 7 
Students have completed their first research paper, and continue to learn MLA formatting and how it is used 
throughout the research paper. Students are learning how to incorporate in text citations and works cited pages 
into their research papers.  The students are about to complete the reading of their first novel The Westing Game 
by Ellen Raskin.  
English 7 Honors 
Students have begun to work on their first research paper about a poet of their choice and continue to learn 
MLA formatting and how it is used throughout the research paper. Students are learning how to incorporate in 
text citations and works cited pages into their research papers. Honor students have begun working on their 
second Dialectical Journal and have also completed the reading of their first novel The Call of the Wild by Jack 
London. 

Science Department 

Ted Colarusso 
Medical Terminology 
Students are entrenched in learning a new language: “The Language of Medicine.” 
Students continued to expand their knowledge of this new language by discussing major body parts (both 
internal and external). Further discussion of medical imaging techniques and surgical procedures are discussed, 
along with knowledge of what body organs and systems are in each test / procedure.  Students continue to 
develop a more professional view of the language by discussing basic surgical procedures in the language a 
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physician would use. (They have found making the vocabulary flow smoothly will require constant study and 
use.)  Students continue to develop their understanding of the construction of complex medical terms by 
combining Greek and Latin prefixes, root words and suffixes.  In addition students performed a gel 
electrophoresis lab, using an agarose-based gel and electric current to separate molecules by size. 

 !  

Anatomy & Physiology 
Students have completed the anatomy and physiology of the skeletal system. Skeletal landmarks on major axial 
and appendicular bones were discussed and identified.  We discussed the characteristics of the synovial joints, 
as well as joint types and range of motion.  A skeletal bone practicum was conducted in a cooperative setting. 
The class is now learning the muscular system, examining the three muscle types and learning to identify the 
major muscles, the physiology of the sarcomere and  muscle groups in antagonistic pairings.  We performed a 
lab that captured electrical waves during muscle contraction using Vernier probe software. 

Doubravka Hausner 
AP Chemistry 
Students finished the unit of Stoichiometry and took a unit test. In last few days in November we moved to the 
next unit - Solutions and students begin this unit with a lab - Determination of molar mass by freezing point 
depression where they learned about colligative properties of solutions. Students continue to connect their 
knowledge from honors chemistry class.  
Honors Chemistry  
In Honors Chemistry classes, students learned different ways how to illustrate the bonding of atoms. We talked 
about bonding of binary ionic compounds and compounds with polyatomic ions. Students created index cards 
with polyatomic ions that will help them to memorize them before the unit test. Each part of the unit was 
followed by a quiz.  
  

Chemistry 

In Chemistry classes, students finished the unit of atomic structure. In this unit students were able to observe the 
light spectrum using the spectroscopes of few different elements. They learned about various types of light. The 
part of this unit was also a Flame test lab. Students were observing how different metal salts would change the 
color of the flame and were fascinated when they saw green, orange, or red flame.  
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Biology 
The Biology classes have been actively engaged in a wide variety of science practices, performing multiple labs 
and exploring multiple scientific concepts.  We performed an inquiry based lab exploring diffusion.  A water 
based lab demonstrating the properties of water and a hands-on lab demonstrating the process of osmosis.   We 
conducted an investigation based upon the concept of active transport using software and are currently 
preparing for our next topic of photosynthesis and cellular respiration.  

! !  
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Zoology 
The Zoology classes have been actively engaged in a wide variety of science practices, performing multiple labs 
and exploring multiple scientific concepts.  We performed a microscope based lab exploring meiosis and gamete 
formation using chromosomal bead simulations.  We performed a Hardy-Weinberg lab that showed gene flow in 
simulated populations, as well as calculated the mathematical allele frequency of dominant and recessive alleles 
in a given population. We reviewed the mechanisms of DNA evidence and gene similarities as evidence of 
evolution. In addition, the zoology students were given the opportunity to complete their second dissection of 
the course by examining the anatomical structures of the nervous system within the sheep brain. 

! !  

Doubravka Hausner 
AP Chemistry 
Students finished the unit of Stoichiometry and took a unit test. In last few days in November we moved to the 
next unit - Solutions and students begin this unit with a lab - Determination of molar mass by freezing point 
depression where they learned about colligative properties of solutions. Students continue to connect their 
knowledge from honors chemistry class.  
Honors Chemistry  
In Honors Chemistry classes, students learned different ways how to illustrate the bonding of atoms. We talked 
about bonding of binary ionic compounds and compounds with polyatomic ions. Students created index cards 
with polyatomic ions that will help them to memorize them before the unit test. Each part of the unit was 
followed by a quiz.  
Chemistry 
In Chemistry classes, students finished the unit of atomic structure. In this unit students were able to observe the 
light spectrum using the spectroscopes of few different elements. They learned about various types of light. The 
part of this unit was also a Flame test lab. Students were observing how different metal salts would change the 
color of the flame and were fascinated when they saw green, orange, or red flame.  
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Flame Lab Test 

! ! !  

Jacqueline Sanzari 
8th Grade Physical Science 
During the month of November students in the 8th grade completed the study of Chemistry.  In our last 
chemistry chapter, students focused on the solutions, the law of conservation of mass, types of reactions and 
natural vs. synthetic products.  Students enjoyed our hands-on lab in which they studied the Tyndall Effect and 
identified mixtures as colloids, solutions and suspensions. Students also studied the law of conservation of mass 
using a teacher demonstration about lighting a candle.  As a culminating activity students complete a slideshow 
project reviewing synthetic products and how they are useful to society.  The 8th grade will begin the month of 
December with an introduction of the study of Physics starting with a focus on work and power.  In the 
upcoming weeks students will be using energy car ramps to calculate and experiment with forces, work, power 
and energy.   
 

! !  
 
7th Grade Life Science 
During the month of November students in 7th grade Science have completed the study of body systems.  As a 
culminating project students completed a research based project in which they further investigated a body 
system.  Each student was responsible to complete a Google slideshow on an assigned system as well as create 
an outline worksheet and demonstration about the system for their classmates.  Students took great pride in the 
projects and did an amazing job presenting!  In the upcoming weeks students will begin the study of genetics 
focusing on how traits are passed from parent to offspring.   
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Jonathan Hassinger 
Physics/Physics Honors 
This month students in the Physics class studied Dynamics. We also conducted the bowling ball lab where 
students used linear regression to calculate the coefficient of friction between a bowling ball and the floor. 
Students also have been working on synthesizing equations based off of Free Body Diagrams. In Honors, we 
concluded our study of energy and have now begun to study collisions and momentum. Students in this section 
have derived the formula for the relationships between velocities in Elastic Collisions. 
Chemistry 
We have concluded our study of electrons culminating in the Flame Spectroscopy Lab. Students have also 
learned the use of the AufBau Mnemonic and the use of Quantum Numbers in identifying specified electrons in 
an atom's energy level diagram.  

Kristen Larson 
Forensics 
The first marking period ended this month with a lot of excitement! Our forensics class used various strategies 
to conduct fingerprinting searches, analysis, and collection. Students were able to lift fingerprints off an object 
and process them using analysis techniques taught in lecture. Students were impressed with how interesting 
fingerprints can be! 
Science 7 
First marking period wrapped up quickly in Science 7.  We worked on examining the human body systems this 
month. Students worked in groups to create infographics and models of each body system. We also paired up 
with Ms. Layman in the Media Center for a research workshop that helped the students improve their scientific 
research skills.  
Biology 
Students in Biology created an illustration to demonstrate the roles of photosynthesis and cellular respiration in 
metabolism. The students worked together to explore the processes that create energy for plants and animals. 
Biology class will continue to work on labs such as chromatography and yeast respiration during the month of 
December. We also look forward to examining the interdependent relationships that exist across the ecosystems. 
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Math Department 

Marc Fazio 
Algebra 1  
Students learned how to write, solve and graph function problems.  Students ended the month being assessed on 
their knowledge of functions. 
Geometry   
During the month, students solved problems with triangles, proving triangles were congruent. Students learned 
the theorems and postulates relating to these topics and worked on two column geometry proofs 
Business Math 
Students explored topics on equation; they wrote and solved equations involving salaries and hours worked.  
College Math 
Students reviewed skills from Algebra 1 and Algebra 2 including factoring and multiplying binomials. 

Lisa Ames  
Geometry 
Students completed chapter 3 and focused on parallel and perpendicular lines. They determined how to prove 
lines are parallel using angle pairs formed by parallel lines and a transversal. Students discovered the triangle 
angle sum theorem and applied it to interior and exterior angles. Lastly, students discovered the slopes of 
parallel and perpendicular lines and used them to write linear equations of each pair of lines. In addition, 
students completed Khan Academy and Delta Math lessons on topics we discussed in class as well as algebra 
review.  
Geometry Honors 
Students applied parallel and perpendicular lines to real life applications such as maps and structures and proved 
theorems about these lines. We completed proofs related to parallel lines and angles both online and by hands in 
preparation for proofs on the PARCC exam. Students discovered the triangle angle sum theorem and applied it 
to interior and exterior angles. Lastly in chapter 3, students discovered the slopes of parallel and perpendicular 
lines and used them to write linear equations of each pair of lines. To begin chapter 4, we used the Gizmos to 
determine which congruence postulates can be used to prove triangles are congruent. Students completed Khan 
Academy and Delta Math lessons aligned to what we were learning in class.  
AP Statistics  
We spent November analyzing linear regression and correlation. Students learned how to determine and analyze 
the correlation coefficient and coefficient of determination. We also used lines of best fit to make predictions for 
a data set. Students also explored extrapolation and how to re-express data to be able to use a linear model. 
Students complete a variety of free response questions related to linear regression as well as MyMath Lab 
problems and Khan Academy lessons.  
Statistics 
We completed a M&M activity where students collected data on the color distribution of the M&M bags and 
calculated the mean, standard deviation, and percentages of their group’s data. Then, students completed a 
hurricane investigation which applied their knowledge of box and whisker plots. We began chapter 5 by 
applying the normal distributions to look at z-scores. Students used a standard normal distribution table to 
determine areas and probabilities under a normal curve. Then, they applied these concepts to real life 
applications to be able to compare different sets of data such as test scores and weights. Students completed 
questions on Khan Academy and MathXL to supplement what they learned in class.  
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Alexis DeComa 
Resource Grade 7  
We have completed Chapter 2, Equations.  We spent the month practicing one and two step equations, 
combining like terms, and using the distributive property.  We completed many practice assignments, word 
problems, and around the room activities to prepare for our Chapter 2 Test.  We have also started Chapter 3, 
Inequalities. So far this month, we have worked on identifying key symbols in these problems and practiced 
graphing simple equations.  We will soon begin to use our Chapter 2 skills in Chapter 3, by completing one and 
two step inequalities. 

Gabe Ben-Nun 
Algebra 2 
The unit covers quadratic equations. Students learn to solve quadratic equations through factoring, square roots, 
completing the square, and the quadratic formula. Students are introduced to imaginary and complex numbers. 
They learn to perform arithmetic operations, graph, and solve quadratic equations with imaginary and complex 
solutions.  
Learning 
Algebra 2 Honors 
The unit covers quadratic functions. Students learn to graph quadratic functions and find the zeros of the 
function through graphing. The standard form of quadratics and graphing quadratic inequalities will also be 
discussed. 
***All students are now working with DELTAMATH as an assessment tool to take online quizzes and online 
tests. 

Jim Santangelo 
Algebra I Honors 
Students are in the process of completing a unit on inequalities and sets.  They are also working on a project 
which involves tracking the stock market and stocks that they have selected as part of their portfolio.  This 
project ran for the last six weeks and helped the students understand the real life application of percent increase 
and percent decrease, while incorporating the business application into their class.  The winner of the best 
performing portfolio will be announced in January.  Students will participate in the second round of STAR 
testing at the beginning of next month to see how much their math skills have grown since the beginning of the 
year. 
Algebra I 
Students completed a unit on applications of equations.  Students applied dimensional analysis to convert 
between units of measure, applied proportions, and applied percents.  Quizizz was used often for online 
assessment and reinforcement of the concepts we discussed this month. 
AP Calculus AB 
Students have just finished the introductory chapter on derivatives.  In this unit, students applied the definition 
of derivative and rules for differentiation to writing equations of tangent lines and solving real world problems 
involving position, velocity, and acceleration.  The class gained more exposure to AP Exam type problems by 
completing problem sets from their workbooks.  Students are also using AP Classroom to better their problem 
solving skills on multiple choice questions. 
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Pre-Algebra 
Students completed a unit on functions.  Students learned how to evaluate functions, as well as read and 
interpret graphs of linear and non-linear functions.  Students also learned how to determine whether a 
relationship was proportional by looking at a graph, an equation, and a table of values.  Real life applications 
were incorporated into lessons.  Quizizz was used often for online assessment and reinforcement of the concepts 
we discussed this month. 

Ryan Burger 
Math 7 
During the first week of November, we reviewed fractions, integers and decimals and tested on them, which 
was the last test for the marking period.  During the second week of classes we introduced expressions, 
translating from verbal to symbolic and the new section of real numbers. The students were quizzed on the 
previous sections on translating and real numbers. During the third week of classes, we continued expressions 
by evaluating, distributing, and factoring expressions. The fourth week, we quizzed on expressions, distributing 
and factoring. Also properties of real numbers were introduced and test review for expression was given during 
the beak. 

Kristine Schoenig 
Math 8 
Students worked on determining the difference between proportional and nonproportional relationships. We also 
focused on how relations and functions differed. Students then worked on the meaning of a linear and nonlinear 
functions. 
Algebra 1 
Students worked on solving inequalities and graphing them on the number line. We then turned our focus on 
compounding inequalities and the difference between and/or types of problems. Students also worked on a 
Khan Academy project. 

Carla Linfante 
Math 8 Resource 
After finishing our unit on scientific notation, the students began working on solving various types of equations. 
Students reviewed simplifying algebraic expressions using the distributive property and combining like terms so 
that they can work their way up to solving multi-step equations that involve these skills. Next month, students 
will finish their unit on solving equations by learning about how to work with equations with variables on both 
sides. This will lead us into discussing functions and linear equations in the coming months.  
Algebra 1 Resource 
This month, students finished their review of solving equations and have moved on to study functions and 
relations. Students learned multiple ways to represent relations (through graphing, ordered pairs, mapping 
diagrams, and tables). They then learned about the property that functions have and how to determine if a 
relation is a function. Next month, we will finish discussing function notation before moving on to linear 
functions.  
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Steve Olsen 
Calculus 
Students completed the unit covering derivatives. Topics included instantaneous rate of change, power, product, 
quotient and chain rules, derivatives of trig functions, logarithms and exponentials, and implicit differentiation. 
Students completed independent online assignments using Delta Math. 
Pre-Calculus Honors 
Students completed the unit on graphing trigonometric functions.  Students graphed sinusoidal functions 
incorporating phase shifts, frequency and amplitude modulation.  Students began a new unit covering inverse 
functions and fundamental trigonometric identities, and began to simplify and verify trigonometric identities. 
Students completed independent online assignments using Delta Math. 

Pre-Calculus CP 
Students completed the unit covering graphing trigonometric functions. Topics included graphing and writing 
equations for sine, cosine, secant, cosecant, tangent and cotangent.  Students completed independent online 
assignments using Delta Math.  
AP Computer Science Principles 
Students completed unit C1 covering data compression.  Topics file formats, text compression techniques and 
encoding images. Students began working on unit C2 covering big data. 
AP Computer Science A 
Students completed Unit 4 covering iteration.  Topics included for and while loops, nested loops, string analysis 
using loops. Students performed labs using CodeHS and completed project developing and modifying chatbot 
dialogs. 

Social Studies Department 

Steve Schneidman 
Grade 8 and Grade Honors 
Both classes have finished the chapter on the Age of Jackson. Topics included the expansion of voting rights, 
the Nullification crisis, the second Bank of the United States, and Indian Removal. 
We have started the chapter on Westward Expansion, which covers the Oregon Territory, the Texas Revolution, 
the Mexican American War and the California Gold Rush. There will be a project during this chapter. 

The students are working in a group format to take their notes and to help each other understand the material. 

The 7th grade finished chapter 2 and had a chapter test. They are currently doing a DBQ on the voyage of 
Ferdinand Magellan. After analyzing documents they will write a one page essay. 

Victor Minnocci 
APUSH  
The class began the month with the presidency of Madison and the War of 1812. The causes and effects of the 
war were analyzed. This led into the presidency of Monroe and the Monroe Doctrine. The ‘corrupt bargin” in 
the election of 1824 was explained. The class explored the presidency of Jackson. The nullification crisis and 
the Bank War was explained. The class is now evaluating the Tyler-Polk and Taylor presidencies. The sectional 
crisis and the slave crisis and other issues of this time will be investigated. 
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Honors U.S. History II  
The month began with World War Looms. The dictators Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin and Franco was explored along 
with their ideologies.  Aggressive action taken by these dictators was analyzed, The causes and effects of these 
actions were explored. The reasons for U.S. neutrality was explained along with FDR’s paln to help Britain. The 
class is now evaluated the attck on Pearl Harbor and U.S. entry into WWII. 
Current Issues 
The classes continued to analyze national and international events, the impeachment hearings, the democratic 
candidate debates, national economic and business trends. The classes also investigated events in New Jersey. 
The continuing hostilities in the Middle East and the U.S. response was discussed. The immigration debate and 
the construction of the border wall was investigated. The continuing debate on global warming and the protests 
associated with the debate was debated. 

Mallory Garvin 
World History and World History Honors 
World History spent the month of November covering the Absolutism time period. Great monarchs ruled the 
world; some were positive forces who moved to better their countries and help their people. Others sought 
absolute control at any cost. We looked at monarchs of the 17th and 18th centuries then turned to absolute rulers 
of 2019 to compare the differences. As we turn next to the Enlightenment, the idea of power and control is one 
that persists throughout history and in current events. How much power is too much power?  
AP Government 
AP Government moved on to the Executive Branch of Government. Current events the and the impeachment 
proceedings of President Trump allow for a lively backdrop for this chapter. Students covered important 
Supreme Court cases on executive privilege as well.  

Students attended a field trip to the New Jersey State House on November 20th. We had a wonderful tour guide 
that explained both the history of New Jersey politics in addition to the current political climate in the State 
House today.  

! !  
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Gianna Catalano  
Social Studies 

US History I  
After completing our unit on the Bill of Rights, the class continued with the reading and understanding as well 
as analyzing the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendment. Students then learned about the era of Reconstruction, 
looking specifically at the presidency of Andrew Johnson and the issue of impeachment. The students also had 
to look at what American life was like for newly freed African Americans by analyzing and understanding 
primary source documents.  
World History 
The class continued with the unit about the era of exploration. Students wrapped up the unit by completing a 
unit test, which assessed their ability to read and understand documents as well as their knowledge of the era. 
Students then started a new unit on the topic of Absolutism. Each day students have been looking closely at 
different European monarchs and how they ruled over their country. Students have been analyzing primary 
source documents as well as conducting their own research. Students will continue to learn about specific 
monarchs as well as certain wars that were caused by these rulers and their countries.  

The 1960’s 
The next unit covered was women and students, the class looked at both groups and how each protested for 
what they wanted. Students had to compare the two groups and looked at how these two movements have 
progressed over time. They had to create a project in which they picked a topic having to do with women or 
students in the 1960’s and show how that issue has changed and evolved over time up to the present day. The 
class then prepped for a field trip the Bethel Woods where the famous Woodstock concert took place. Students 
learned about the CounterCulture and analyzed the music and fashion of the time period. Below are photos from 
our field trip!  

!  
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Kimberly Forsyth 
Social Studies 
7th Grade 
This month we finished our unit on early cultures in North and Central America as well as West African trade.  
As we studied the spread of Islam throughout Asia and Europe, the 7th graders truly appreciated the chance to 
learn more about a culture that they may not have been familiar with and recognize the similarities that may be 
present with their own cultures and family values. We will soon begin learning about the concept and history of 
exploration around the world.  We have also started learning about the ways in which Portugal and Spain were 
inspired to find direct trade routes that would connect them with Asian markets.  Students analyzed the reasons 
behind European exploration, from sources for exotic spices to the spread of Christianity.  We look forward to 
learning more about the explorers themselves and what motivated them to take on such a daring adventure. 
U.S. History II 
During the month of November, we fully immersed ourselves into the events and decisions that led to World 
War II.  We spent a significant amount of time analyzing the motives behind each country’s leaders to propel 
themselves into a favorable position in the war.  We are just starting our analysis of the Battles of the Atlantic, 
Midway, and the Invasion of Normandy (to name a few!) and will identify the impact that each had on political 
relationships, geographic landscapes, and individual troops and their families.  

Physical Education 

Andrea Marino 
Grades 8 Physical Education 
Students have begun rec games.  All games allow maximum play for all students.  The following games are 
played on a rotating basis….Steal the football, crazy ball,  knock the pin, keep it up volleyball and knockout. 
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Grade 9 Health 
Students have begun with the understanding of the Health Triangle.  They are doing exercises that relate to their 
own specific triangle and how their actions affect their behavior.  We are working on keeping all conversations 
positive and promoting kindness. 
Volleyball 
Our Varsity Volleyball team has completed this year going 26-8.  The team is very proud of all that has been 
accomplished this season. 
 
Lucia DiNapoli 
Physical Education 
Physical Education classes continue to work towards their ideal fitness levels through our weekly rotational 
program between the Weight Room, Target Heart Rate training and activities.  We also engaged in tournament 
games of Basketball and Volleyball.  
Health 11 
Juniors began their health marking period discussion relationships steps and healthy boundaries.  We discussed 
the intricacy of humanity, the different aspects of the human being, readiness for sexual activity, the differences 
between male and females brain both emotionally and physically, and the difference between lust and love.   
Health 12 
Seniors began learning about CPR and how to recognize emergencies and overcome barriers to prevent people 
from not helping.   

Chris Lange 
10th Grade - Driver Education 
The students learned The Laws Governing driver licenses. 6 point verification. Graduated driver's license 
including examination permit, learner's permit , probationary license and basic driver's license. Student learned 
requirements for basic driver's license, what is expected for the road test and reasons for rejection. Students 
learned seat belt laws, child passenger safety laws, airbags, steering, stopping distances, driving signals and 
driving in reverse.  
8th Grade Physical Education 
The students learned how to develop a fitness plan. Students learned weight training using machines and free 
weights. Students learned Cardio workouts and how to monitor their target heart rate zone. Students performed 
dynamic warm up/ flexibility exercises.  Students learned how to incorporate stability balls and additional 
training equipment into their workouts.   
Theory of Coaching 2019 
Students learned how to manage their athletes Behavior including what positive discipline is, the six building 
blocks of preventive discipline and the guidelines for corrective discipline. Students learned the principles of 
teaching what Technical and tactical skills are the limitations of the traditional approach and what the games 
approach is all about. They learned how to teach through the games approach and how to make the games 
approach work for the players  

Joe Belger  
Physical Education 7 & 9 
PE classes in both 7th grade and 9th grade have been very successful in finding their niche.  We provide 2-4 
physical activities per class session ranging from weight room, walking club, flag football, ultimate frisbee, 
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volleyball skill building and soccer indoor and outdoor.  We vary warm ups everyday and split them up into 
their groupings.  Students are succeeding in competition and independent physical activities they desire. 

We have transitioned inside for PE, the transition has been smooth thus far.  7th graders are doing well with a 
few new activities such as Monarch (throwing, teambuilding, strategy game), basketball mini-games and 
badminton.  In 9th grade PE we continue to utilize the weight room, as well as implemented basketball games, 
followed by the introduction of speedball next week.   

Music Department 
Toni Baumgartner 
American Popular Music artists: 

• Technology in the music business 
• The golden age of Tin Pan Alley 

• Ira & George Gershwin 
• Al Jolson 
• Cole Porter 
• Irving Berlin 

8th Grade Band Class (Semester class) 
• New notes, new rhythms, blending, listening to each other, playing in tune with proper posture and 

breath control 
• Setting up instruments and getting ready for rehearsal in a timely fashion 

a. Fog on the River 
b. When the Saints Go Marching In 
c. Ode To Joy 

• 8th Grade Band Class will perform a mini recital in January during the school day for parents (they will 
not perform in the Holiday Concert) 

Senior High School Band Class 
• Notes, rhythms, blending, intonation, singing/playikng        

       \ 
• Warm ups 
• Pep songs 
• Selections for Holiday Concert - with Jr High School band class listed above, plus….. 

a. Andante & Allegro 
b. You’re A Mean One Mr. Grinch 
c. Chanuckah Celebration 
d. Sleigh Ride 
e. Christmas Time Is Here 
f. And To All A Good Night 

Full band rehearsal on the day before Thanksgiving for Concert Band and HS Band Class (11/27/19, 
periods 5 & 6 10:39-12:13) 

• This was the first time we had everyone room 109. It was cozy but worked out well 
• The period prior to the rehearsal was devoted to setting up the room with chairs, stands, all percussion.  
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Jr Sr HS Concert Band AND Sr HS band class 
Holiday Concert (12/17/2019))  
List of songs 

1. Warm up/ tune up 
2. And To all A Good Night 
3. Sleigh Ride 
4. Chanukah Celebration 
5. Christmas Time Is Here 
6. Only HS Class: Andante & Allegro 
7. Only HS Class: You’re A Mean One Mr. Ginch 
8. Trio: Canon Of Peace 
9. Trio: Saltarello 
10. Trio: My Lady Carey’s Dompe 
11. Everyone: Feliz Navidad 
12. Everyone: Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer 

 
Melissa Manolakakis 
Choir Classes  
During the first two weeks of November students continued to identify correct pitches, sing in unison, run 
through warm-ups; assess and assign students their voice parts: Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass.  We prepared for 
the holiday concert by decorating the auditorium, setting up the sound and risers, gave placement on and off the 
stage and drilled their harmonies. The concert will be Tuesday, December17, 2019 at 7pm in the Auditorium.   
(Snow day 12/18). The concert is their mid-term.  The concert will be recorded and critiqued the following 
week after the show.   

Students in Glee Club will perform with the choir and as an individual group.  The songs we are singing in HS 
Choir are: “Carol of the Bells, Somewhere in My Memory, Hanukka, Believe; Medley: Feliz Navidad, Rudolph 
the Red Nosed Reindeer, Silent Night, Santa Claus is Coming to Town, Twelve Days of Christmas and We Wish 
You a Merry Christmas.  
The songs we are singing in Glee Club are:  Anthem, Alma Mater, Jingle Bells, Bidi Bom, Grown Up Christmas 
List and Joy to the World. 
Theater, Art and Film  
For this month we watched “Monty Python and the Holy Grail”, “Casablanca” and “Gone with the Wind”.  We 
learned aspects of various Comedy and began the Genre of The Golden Age of Hollywood.   Characters who 
seek redemption; and the Effect on the audience of music and art within the films.  At the end of each film 
students completed a series of questions and wrote a film review.   

Debra Beck  
Accounting  
The students learned how to post journal entries to the ledger, correct entries and create a trial balance.  The 
students completed problems using manually and using computer accounting software - Wave Accounting. A 
CPA came into to talk to my students about a career in accounting. 
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Financial Literacy   
The class investigated different services, products and saving vehicles that banks offer.  The students completed 
a checking account simulation . The students created a bank brochure to demonstrate their knowledge of the 
services that banks provide. 
Stock Market   
The students continued to monitor their portfolio in the stock market game.  They learned how to use and create 
an index and how to diversify a portfolio using market capitalization and sectors.  They researched small and 
mid-cap companies and added these companies to their stock portfolios. 
Intro to Business 
The class learned about the different functions of management and applied this to their business.  The students 
researched successful business leaders and analyzed the characteristics that made these people successful. The 
students created the second part of their business plan with management responsibilities and an organizational 
chart. 

Sean Rutherford 
TV Production: 
Students in TV Production have started and completed their how-to project.  Each group was to create a how-to 
video and demonstrate how to complete a task.  Some videos consisted on how to make different meals, how to 
babysit, and how to apply makeup.  The videos provide step by step instructions with audio and video to allow 
the views to replicate the task at hand.   
 

! !  

The next project students are working on are holiday videos.  They are to be completed in early December. 
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Web 2.0: 

Students have finished the entirely of the Google Suite applications.  Their latest project is a Slides Presentation 
where they’ve picked a celebrity, athlete, family member, or anyone else they admire to create a complete 
presentation.  They must include photos, videos, screenshots, and social media.  The projects were done very 
well.  Students were able to convey their points and portray their choice in a positive light.   
 

! !  

Katherine Bethon 
Art Explore  
A new class of eighth graders entered the classroom.  Eager to see what happens in the art room I wanted the 
students to take a minute to relax in the new and very different environment.  After a few brief minutes of 
focusing on our breathing, I introduce myself and the studio layout to the young artists.  We discussed some 
ideas to questions I put on the board about what it means to be a good employee and what traits good workers 
possess.  I gave the students the scenario that they were now employees at Bethon Studio of Art and we 
established goals and revisited those qualities of a hard worker.  The payment hard workers receive at Bethon 
Studio of Art is in the form of BTickets.  With these tickets students can “purchase” item or treats even pooling 
them together with the whole class.  This was highly successful with the first marking period and I see similar 
results already with MP 2. 
The first project was the Zentangle Symbol where my overall purpose it  have the students free their minds of 
anxious planning and give way to a creative flow.  Students in the following days listen to meditation chants and 
natural sounds to calm our minds from the busy school day, this gives the freedom to begin the zentangle 
process.  It may take a day or two for the students to get used to the new way of learning and being in an 
alternative classroom.  However, after a few adjustments to seating arrangements and implementing classroom 
guidelines, students are creating intricately beautiful designs.  Our trust and respect will continue to grow during 
the marking period and benefit their future in other art classes. 
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Introduction to Art  
The Memory Project is back and we have been gifted with portraits of children from Africa.  A lesson dear to 
my heart for the past few years.  Aside from learning how to draw portraits, this lesson also hits on topics about 
the global crisis of poverty and natural devastations in third world countries.  This year we have been paired 
with 50 young children from Nigeria, Africa.  Students are creating their portraits that will be returned to them, 
along with money the students will fundraise to not only help the artwork reach its location but assist the 
volunteers with aid for the children.  Students are a buzz about this project that will become a tradition within 
the art class and spread the feeling of joy and support for children around the world.  Students are able to pick 
from a variety of mediums to create the work.  A video will be returned to us later in the year from Africa that 
shows the kids receiving our artwork.  A press release is in the works for local papers and television networks 
upon approval. 

!  
 
 

Graphic Design  
Graphics is learning about Typography.  Typography is the art and technique of arranging type to make written 
language legible, readable, and appealing when displayed. The arrangement of type involves selecting 
typefaces, point sizes, line lengths, line-spacing, and letter-spacing, and adjusting the space between pairs of 
letters.  Typography can change the entire look and feel of a presentation, which is why we decided to provide 
five reasons why typography is so important. 1. It attracts and holds the audience's attention. Used correctly, 
typography can convey a certain mood or feeling.  Students are looking to improve the Typography used in the 
2020 yearbook. 
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Studio Art - The Memory Project is also taking place in the advanced class for juniors and seniors.  Students 
will use a variety of mediums to present a unique portrait created at an intermediate level.  This group of 
students have learned the advanced skills to draw portraits, however this lesson also opens education for the 
global crisis of poverty and the impact of natural devastations in third world countries.  This year we have been 
paired with 50 young children from Nigeria, Africa.  Students are creating their portraits that will be returned to 
them, along with money the students will fundraise to not only help the artwork reach its location but assist the 
volunteers with aid for the children.  Students are a buzz about this project that will continue as a tradition 
within the art class and spread the feeling of joy and support for children around the world.  A video will be 
returned to us later in the year from Africa that shows the kids receiving our artwork.  A press release is in the 
works for local papers and television networks upon approval. 

!  

Teresa Fiorina 
Culinary Arts 1 
The highlights of this month was that all 5 sections of Culinary Arts 1 dove into a project where they worked in 
groups in the Media Center planning a Thanksgiving Meal suitable to serve 6-8 people. They were required to 
submit several recipes, shopping lists and price out what each recipe would cost to make. The week leading up 
to Thanksgiving, each class put on a feast contributing the recipes made in their school kitchens using their 
knife skills and other cooking skills they have acquired since the beginning of the course.  Turkeys were added 
with homemade gravy to make the meal even more traditional. Also, students were permitted to make foods 
from their own cultures and Thanksgiving traditions.  
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International Cuisine 
This month the students continued to learn about the plentiful and delicious cuisine of Italy. Many wonderful 
recipes were prepared using the skills students have acquired the last few months. Learning about the different 
regions in Italy and what foods those areas are well known for kept the students engaged and interested. 
Hopefully, all the other countries studied in the months ahead will spark the same enthusiasm as Italy did 
because we all know how Italy is quite simply known for its amazing food.  

Eileen Layman 
The Wood-Ridge Jr/Sr High School Media Center is an active, participating member in the Bergen County 
Educational Library Systems. (BELS). Students have the ability to borrow books from any of the participating 
school libraries.  

CIRCULATION 
Books: 65 
Interlibrary loans 
Borrowed : 4 DVDs;  -   Lent: 2 books 
The Media Center is open for student use, before and after school and during lunch periods. Students are 
required to have a pass during class time.  
A schedule is posted on the Media Center door.  

Culinary- International Foods  - Mrs. Fiorina 
The Culinary students are researching specialty recipes for their Thanksgiving Feast.  Each group has compared 
the various ways to prepare vegetables and desserts to complement the turkey.  

English 7 - Mrs. Landes 
English 7 students continue to be active readers and borrowers of books.  The latest books in the series for  
Diary of a Wimpy Kid and The Dork Diaries are now available in the Media Center.  

Grade 7 Maker Initiative Class - Mrs. Layman 
Mrs. Layman’s Maker classes have concluded the unit on circuitry.  
 Students are working on Atlas art.  Students chose from 22 different atlases, including the World Atlas, 
Nature, Space and Military Atlases. Using a paper template, students arranged at least 8 images from a chosen 
atlas and designed a themed collage.  Their circular collage was assembled in a button maker and students 
created their own Atlas Art buttons.  

Fact or Fiction - Did you know ...Thanksgiving information. 
Mrs. Layman’s students battled in a Fact or Fiction class competition to test their knowledge of Thanksgiving 
Day celebrations.  
Example statement:  Macy’s, New York was the first department store to host a Thanksgiving Day Parade - 
FICTION 
Gimbels Department Store, Philadelphia was the first! 
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Angela Daniele 
Spanish I 

• Recited theme-based poems/rhymes  (“Las Matemáticas” and  “Treinta Dias”) 
• Learned the Spanish names of the Holidays.  
• Learned the Spanish names of the Seasons. 
• Did individual and group activities with the Seasons. 
• Wrote dialogs using theme vocabulary 

Spanish II 

• Continued working and correctly using Irregular verbs in the present tense  
• Worked with Affirmative and Negative terms in Spanish 
• Learned new words daily and used in a sentence to enhance Spanish vocabulary   
• Created posters and presented orally on “Hay Que” - “What to do” and “Se Prohibe” - “What is 

prohibited” in school subjects 
• Wrote paragraphs on several themes about school   
• Wrote and presented dialogs using theme vocabulary 

Spanish For Travelers 

• Learned new vocabulary daily with several written and oral activities 
• Learned how to form plurals 
• Learned the Spanish names of the family members 
• Created a poster with an assigned popular television family and presented orally 

Joseph Mojkowski 
Spanish II 

• Vocabulary related to school and the different school rules and activities 
• The use of irregular and helper verbs in the context of talking about what we do in school and in our free 

time as well as expressing preferences  
• Introduction of affirmative and negative words to add detail and clarification to our preferences 

Spanish III 
• Written, reading, and listening exercises related to outdoor and camping activities 
• The inclusion of all aspects of the past preterite tense (spelling issues, irregulars, stem-changing verbs)  
• Introduction of the imperfect past tense  
• Compare/contrast of the two past tenses, usages 

Spanish IV 
• vocabulary and study related to environmental issues 
• Investigation into different usages of the subjunctive mood in Spanish and how to distinguish between 

when to use different subjunctive and indicative tenses focusing adjective clauses and whether referring 
to a defined, definite subject or an undefined, hypothetical subject 
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Spanish AP 
• Continued work related on applying all aspects covered in class to the use of accent marks to student 

work 
• Speaking and writing assignments related to technology and technological advances. Longer 

presentational exercises incorporating different sources as supporting materials when making an 
argument with a focus on incorporating more sophisticated sentence formation and grammatical 
structures into our writing. 

• Listening, reading comprehension exercises 

Guidance 
November was another busy month for the Guidance Department. With the College Application process fully 
underway, we had two more schools come in for instant decision day. On November 12th we had 4 students 
accepted to Caldwell, and 10 students admitted to Kean University on November 19th.  

We are also pleased to announce the Stockton University will be coming in on November 26th where many of 
our students are interested in attending.  

Ms. Maida began putting together and mailing out transcript records for any 8th grade students applying out to 
private and/or the county technical schools. As of November 25th we have 25 students applying out. 

Athletics Fall Postseason Honors  

Football  
All League Honors  

1st Team Offense  
Paul Schnackenberg- Tackle 
Michael Sarlo- Tight End 
Nino Iacovino- Quarterback 

1st Team Defense  
Daniel Riser- Defensive Line  
Niko Giglio- Secondary  

2nd Team Offense  
Nick Marchitelli- Running Back  
Kyle Reiter- Kicker 

2nd Team Defense  
Tommy Gherghetta- Defensive Line  

Honorable Mention  
Shane Herford 
Daniel Rios 
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Volleyball  

Andrea Marino- Coach of the Year (500 Wins)  

1st Team All League  
Madylin Marino 
 Melissa Acosta 
 Erica DiMarco 
Skyler Basich 

2nd team All League 
Brooke Geis 

Boys Soccer  

Alberico DePierro 

1st Team All League 
Boubou Camara- Forward  
Seydou Camara- Midfielder  
Domenico Petruzzella- Back   
Philip Iacovelli- Goalkeeper 

Second Team 
Dillan Suelto- Midfielder 
Marcus Benavides- Back  

Honorable Mention 
Andy Quituizaca 
 
Girls Soccer  

1st Team All League  
Emily Gardella- Midfielder  
Angela Picheo- Goalkeeper 

2nd Team All League 
Stephanie Turi- Midfielder 
Samantha Eckert- Back 

Honorable Mention  
Natalie Cala 
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